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Ar. economic analysis is !nad« of vaciicles powsrsd by
coiDpress€d natural gas (CNG) , alcohol, ar.d el-sctric vahicles
(EV's) as possible replacements for gasoiina-pcwersd vehi-
cles. Advantages and disadvantages of V'rhicles pcwer^^d by
the various fuels ar€ discuss=d and deter linat ions of their
suitability are made based on vehicls p-:rfcraance charac* er-
istics and fuel availability. CNG aai HV's sr? determined
to be viatl= alternatives based on current state-of -th=-ar*
technology. Alcohol is not retained as a viable al-arna-ive
because of limited fuel ava ilabili-y . MDc.eis are presented
for detErmining rhe total life cycle cost for c-asolin?, CNG,
and EV's. A fleet of seventy- two v .chicles at the Naval
Eostgraduat€ School is used as an ex-amp.'e t-; compare the
cos- of« each alternative. A linear ^rcgran. is U3="3 to
determine the mix of gasoline, CNG, an.'^ elec-tric vehicles
that satisfy mission requirements for -ihe leas-t total fl^et
life cycle cost and to perform sens 1 tivi- >' analysis on the
cost deter icinants. A generalizsd foriula:.ion is also
presented to allow a vehicle flset manage.: to '.is9 the metho-
dclogy of this thesis as an aid to evaluating the potential
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I. INTRODaeTig N
Th€ cost of maintaining and operaring a fleet of vehi-
cles is a significant item in any Public Works Departin-3nt
budget. Invariably there is an interest in al-erna-i^es to
the gascline-po wered internal combustion engir.e (ICE) as a
means of reducing these costs. Two factors dampen -his
interest and usually terminate any further inquiry. The
first is a lack of consclidatad information on the f'iasi-
bility cf using alternative fuels and the second is the laCi^
of capital required for the initial investm~nt. National
interest in alternative fuels stems from a drsire tc rc-duce
our dependence on petroleum-based fuels and reduce thr l<=7el
of emissions from automobiles. This thesis presents an
assessment cf the feasibility of employing sev^^ral alt'^rna-
tive fuels in non-tactical, or.-the-road passenger vanic l>i;-
usad hy Naval activities and presents decision model." for
determining the total life cycla costs (LCC) and the optijia".
mix cf vehicles using alternative fuels. The vehicles at
the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) are used as a repr^san-
tative sample for comparing LCC of each alternative-
The cptinal mix cf vehicles is determined by a lin=aL
program. Linear programming is used to determine r.he
optimal allocation of limited resources among competing
demands. The advantage of linear programming lies with
sensitivity analysis. The range of values of the cost cosf-
ficiants and constraint variables over which an optimal
solution remains optimal can be determined. The uncertainty





The increasing life-cycle cosz of operating gascline-
powered ICE vehicles has s-imulatad an interest in
alternative fuels. Local activities lack a consolidated
source cf inf orDnaticn with which to evaluate alternative
fuels against their mission needs, determine life cycle
costs, and determine the optiinal mix of vehicles =>inplcying
alternative fuels.
E. OEJECTIVE
The research objective is ^o formulate a procedure for
performing an economic analysis of the use of alternative
fuels in motor vehicles. Underlying this objective are
three sub-oc ject ives
,
1. Present an overview of the current state-cf -the-art
cf alternative fuels and develop an effectiveness
model with which to evaluate the feasibility cf using
each alternative.
2. Develop a model for i?-termining total life cycle
ccsts.
3. Develop a mathematical program for determining the
optimal fleet configuration of vehicles using gaso-
line or alternative fuels. Optimality is defined as
the least total cost for procuring, operating, and
maintaining a fleet of vehicles.
C. AITEBHATIVES
Alternatives considered are natural gas, alcohols, and
electric vehicles. These alternatives are currently in use
and cost and performance data is raadily available. Natural
gas is primarily methane (CHU) but can contain up ^o 20
percent higher hydrocarbons, such as ethane, propane, and
11

tutans. Dual fu<=l systems ars designed to operate on ei-her
compressed natural gas (CNG) or gasoline. Dual fuel sys-^ms
offer savings in operating and main-cenance costs without the
range limitations of natural gas systems. Subsequent
analysis of natural gas will pertain to dual fuel systems,
commonly refered to as compressed natural gas or CNG.
Methancl and ethanol are the most common forms of alcohol
used ir. the automotive industry, however, interest in
alcohol stems primarily from reducing petrolaum consumption
rat'ier :han cost savings. 21ectric vehicles range in size
frox golf carts to buses and may be designed specifically
for 6l=:Ctric propulsion or they may be conversions of
currently produced ICE vehicles. This analysis focuses on
electric vehicles designed for commercial use. Electric
hybrid vehicles which combine electric propulsion with ICE
engines are not included in this analysis.
Vehi.cles using alternative fuels or propulsion systems
may hav- inferior performance characteristics or other limi-
tations when compared to gasoline-powered vehicles.
Veh:.cl6;; with high usage rates, required to travel on high-
ways, o:: required to travel long distances between refueling
would 'lOt be viable candidates for replacement with low
performance alternatives. Conversely, many ICE vehicles are
over-powered for the task: assigned and could be replaced
with lower performance alternatives [Ref. 1]. When consid-
ering these alternatives it is important to dtfine the
mission tc which each vehicle is assigned and the environ-
ment in which it operates.
Gasoline-powered vehicles are the baselinr against which
ether alternatives are compared. By definition, they are
high performance vehicles with range and power characteris-
tics that enable them to fulfill all mission requirements of
an activity. A mission is defined as the task a vehicle is
required to perform- Although the only standards for
12

vehicle piccuramant pertain *o engine size and gross vehicle-
weight, users have general a expectation of the performance
characteristics of gasoline-powered vehicles. Low perfor-
mance vehicles are characterized by shorter ranges, slower
cruising speeds, and lighter load capaci-ies and would not
satisfy all mission reguiraments.
To identify high and low performance alternatives,
measures of effectiveness are established that reflect the
areas where performance may be degraded. A high performance
vehicle is, at a minimum, capable of performance in each
measure at a level equal to or exceeding that of a
gasoline-powered vehicle. An alternative is feasible for
low performance vehicles if it is technically viabl= as
determined by successful use by domestic or foreign fleets.
Minimum values are assigned to high performance measures for
the purpose of identifying vehicles that are not suitable
for lew performance alternatives. These values ar^ derived
from the maximum performance capabilities of low performance
alternatives.
D. ALTERNATIVE SELECTION CRITERION
Ir. order to evaluate alternatives it is necessary to
have a criterion for selecting the best alternative. With
high and lew performance alternatives the least cost alter-
native may not be able to satisfy all mission requirements;
therefore, it is feasible that more than one fuel type,
gasoline included, may be selected. The criterion is to
employ the alternative or alternatives which provide the
least total life cycle cost of procuring and operating a




E. MEASORES OF EFFECTIVSN'SSS
Ths nisasures of effecri veness for 'each c:atsgory of vehi-
cles are described below. The ainiff.um values for high
performance vehicles are derived in Chap"-er II.
1. Range - The distance in miles; a vehicle can travel
between refueling or recharging. Using natural gas
or electricity necessitates r^'irurning to the base for
refueling or recharging th^r--oy ces-ricting the
maximum distance a vehicle may travel away from its
base to one half its range. Given the ubiguity of
gasoline stations, gasoline and dual fuel vehicles
are net constrained by range,
2. Usage rate - The number of -ailes traveled by a
vehicle in one year. Vehicles ar-^ assumed to be used
on work days only. For -his analysis 2U0 work days
per year was assumed.
3. Minimum acceptable speed - The sp-^ed tha- an activity
considers to be a minimum to safely perform irs
mission. Vehicles with r^gui.Te lents to travel on
freeways would have higher mir.^nam acceptable speeds
than a vehicle only requirBd ro -.ravel on base. Some
eleciric vehicles are capab.le of achieving speeds
grea-^er than 55 mph but an "ch^i expense of range.
Electric vehicle aanuf act.urer3 use cruising speed
rather than maximum spaed when citing range.
4. Load Capacity - The carrying capacity of the vehicle
including passengers. The carrying capaci-y equals
the gross vehicle weight less tne curb weight of -^.he
vehicle.
5. Fuel Availability - The measure of whether a ready
source of fuel exists to operate ths fle^t. The
supply should be sufficient to operate the entire




The fclicwing assumptions are integral to thr analysis.
Although sociS represent significant departures from actual
practices th^^y are necessary to formulate the cost models
and the linear program. Lesser assumptions are noted where
applicabls-
1. The number of vehicles required to perform a mission
reirams fixed regardless of the fuel type. Employing
any alternative would not increase- or decrease the
size of the fleet.
2. The :innual mileage traveled by each vehicle is neces-
sary for the accomplishment, of its mission and can
expected to te at or near the same level in future
years.
3. The vehicle population in each category (high and low
p3rfGrmance) is homogenous with respect to purchase
pric'3, operating and maintenance costs, usage rate,
and miles per gallon.
U. All vehicles are operational on each work day.
5. Gasoline-powered vehicles are replaced by vehicles
with the same load capacity. The load capacity is
fully utilized and the vehicle can not be replaced
with a lower rated vehicle. With today's trend
toward smaller trucks, it is conceivable that lower
rated vehicles will replace a larger share of the
fleet in the future than they could today.
6. Any non-integer solution to the linear program is a
close approximation to the integer solution. The
number of vehicles in the final solution is rounded
to the nearest whole vehicle.
7. All vehicles are procured in year one and disposed of
at the end of the life cycle. Phased replacement of
vehicles would result is higher total costs as the




A literature review was conducted to determina the
current state of the art of each alterna-civs. Vehicle char-
acteristics and performance data were analyzed to determine
limitations that wculd prohibit or restrict their use.
Limitations noted were range, usage rate, speed, load
capacity, and fuel availability. Measures of effectiveness
were es-atlished that reflected reduc-ions in perfcrirance
imposed by each alternative and distinguished high from low
performance alternatives. Each alternat:ive was evaluated
against the effectiveness modal and eirher retained as a
high cr low performance alternative or rejec-ed enrirely.
The analysis was conducted using vehicles az the Naval
Postgraduate School as a sample population. The pcpularion
was limited to all on-the-road passenger vehicles and trucks
with a gross vehicle rating of one ton or less. This -divi-
sion encompassed vehicles that were potential candidates for
alternative fusl and facilitated analysis by cost account
codes. Seventy-two vehicles fell within these parameters.
The literature review was supplemented by telephone
interviews with fleet managers and manufacturing r=prs39nta-
tives to obtain current cost data. All costs are statsd in
1982 dollars. Cost models to determine total life cycle
costs per unit and total fleet life cycle costs were devel-
oped for each alternative. Procurement, operating,
maintenance, and salvage values were based on the weighted
average cost for vehicles in the fleet.
A linear program was formulated to determine the optimal
mix of vehicles using alternative fuels. The approach was
similar to one applied to capital budgeting. Each decision
variable represented an alternative which could be consid-
ered as an investment project. Constraints indicated the
capital consumed by each alternative in each year cf the
16

lifs cycle. Budget constraints ars determined by "the
activity. additional constraints insured that the final
solution was feasible.
H. SUHMABY
This thesis evaluaxes the potential of usinq compressed
natural gas, alcohol, and electric vehicles as replacements
for gasoline-powered vehicles. Measures of effectiveness
are established that raflect the inherent diff^rances in
performance for each alrernativB. These raeasur^-s are range,
usage rate, speed, load capacity, and fu^l availability.
Minimum values are assigned -o these measures based on
performance limitations discussed in Chapter II, and are
used -.0 dis-inguish between high and lew performance
alternatives.
Chapter II evaluates the advantages and disadvantages of
each alternative and categorizes them as high p^rfcrmance,
low performance, or infeasible replacemenxs for gasoline-
powered vehicles. Chapter III identifies the costs
associated with each alternative and displays the determi-
nants in total cost models. Chapt.er IV presents a linear
programming model for determining the op-imal iiix cf vehi-
cles and for performing sensitivity anaiysi?. The data




This chapter examines the advantages and disadvantages
cf ccnipressed natural gas;, alcohol, and electric vehicles.
Generally, advantages are savings in operations and mainte-
nance. Disadv^inraoes are a reduction in one or mere
measures cf vehiclii performance. Each alternative is evalu-
ated against th^^ effectiveness model and is considered
feasible if it insets the minimum level of effectiveness
defined for each category.
A. BINIHUH LEVELS OF EFFECTIVENESS
The gasoline powered ICE vehicle provides a baseline for
comparing the operating performance of other alt rrn^ixiv^
fuels. The Federal Standards for Auromobiles and Ligh-
Trucks contain -he minimum gross vehicle weight, engine
size, and other charcict eristics of vehicles generally
procured by the F^sd-iral go v = rn.Tien-. Th = ir purpose is to
achieve a prac-ical ilegr-.-e of standar diza- ion in rhe Federal
automobile fleet. Thes?: standards do not preclude -h'= use
cf alternative f u :-ls that do not. meet the minimum
requirement.
The average range of an electric vehicle at 30 miles per
hour is 45 miles which clearly eliminates electric vehicles
as a high performance alternative (Table V) . The range of
a vehicle with dual fuel capabilities is equal to its range
en gasoline plus its range on compressed natural gas. k
vehicle with two CNG fuel cylinders and averaging fourteen
miles per gallon has a range of approximately 70 miles. The
range with alcohol is approximately equal to the range with
gasoline. A vehicle that travels U5 miles a day or less is
categorized as a low performance vehicle.
18

Osage rates vary by mission assignrasnt, howsv==r, the
standard for passenger vehicles and light -trucks ranges from
6,000-10,000 annual miles. Annual mileage on a particular
vehicle may not meet the minimum standard, hcwever, the
average lileage en all vehicles of rhat type should meet or
exceed the annual utilization standard [Ref. 2]. With the
exception of motor pool vehicles which use trip tickets, a
record of daily miles is not maintained. Annual mileage or
usage rate is the only indicator of daily usage. Usage rats
limitaxioEs szem from daily range limitations. A daily
range limi-ation of U5 miles with electric vehicles necessi-
tates a annual usage rate limitation of 10,800 miles
assuming one driving cycle per work day. A vehicle with an
annual usage rate of 10,800 or less is categorized as low
performance
.
It is important to distinguish between maximum speed and
minimum acceptable speed. Maximum speed is a function of
engine size and vehicle friction coefficients, hcwever,
vehicles ar- not designed to operate continually at this
speed. Minimum acceptable speed is defined as -hat which an
operator d^ems appropriate to safely accomplish the Tiission
and can be maintained for the duration of the period between
refueling or recharging. This may also be termed cruising
speed. Electric vehicles are capable of speeds of 60 miles
par hour but they cannot maintain this speed for any appre-
ciable length of time. An aroitrary, but reasonable,
compromise between speed and range is 30 miles per hour.
This would allow an electric vehicle to operate en Naval
activities or in most localities without impeding traffic
and still have a useful range. A high performance vehicle,
unquestionably, should be capable of highway speeds; there-
fore, 55 miles per hour suitably differentiates between high
and lew performance vehicles. ~^" ^'^
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A minimum load capacity of 1000 pounds is prsscrib=:d in
the Federal Standards for Automobiles and Ligii* Trucks.
Commercial electric vehicles can be designed for heavy loeds
but at the expense of range and speed capabilities. Tycical
load capacities rarge from 370 pounds to 1770 pounds
[Raf. 3]. This limited load capacity alone do^s not
preclude replacing seme high performance vehicles with -rise-
trie vehicles.
Any viable alternative should have a plentiful and reli-
able source of fuel or power. Gasoline is availab'.', •: in
sufficient quantities across the nation. Natural ga? and
electricity are also available although their supplies ^re
not as evenly distributed as that of gasoline and prices
across the United States are more variable. i!1ethancl and
ethancl are not yet available in sufficient quantities to
support their widespread use as motor fuels [Hef. 4].
The performance characteristics, advantages, and di?.-^d-
vantages of each alternative are described below. Th "jir
evaluation against the effectiveness mo-^el is disp.lay "•? in
Table I.
B. CCMPRESSED NATDBAL GAS
''
• Characte rist ics
Natural gas is composed primarily of methane bi:~ :;an
contain up to 20 percent higher hydrocarbous such as etha.ie,
propan?, and butane. The composition of natural gas varies
from scurce to source and its physical properties vary
accordingly. Natural gas has lower heating values ranging
between 18,800 to 21,300 Btu per pound compared to 13,200 to
19,200 Btu per pound for gasoline. Heating values measure
the energy content per unit of volume. A small amount of
refining is necessary before the gas is distributed. An
cdorant is added for leak detection since methane is odor-
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Y: Satisfies tlle criterion established for
category of vehicle .
N: Does not saitisfy esta.dished criterion.
At atmospheric pressure and ambient -emperature
natural gas exist-s in a gaseous siiate. Natural gas can be
stored cr transported in a liquid state at atmospheric pres-




lh«= energy content of natural gas is measured in
Eriti;=h thermal units (Bru) which is the amount cf hsat
required to raise one pound cf warer one degree Fahrenheit.
Volum<= is measured in cubic feet. To compare characteris-
tics cf natural gas to gasoline, Btu*s are converted to
qalloii equivalents, hereafter rafered -o simply as gallons.
100 2tu equals one therm and one therm is approximately
equal to one gallon cf gasoline. At atmospheric pressure,
1020 B-.u of natural gas occupies 1000 cubic fp^et. The
industry rule of thumb is 100 cubic feet, of gas is equiva-
2 tint to one gallon of gasoline. Properties of natural gas
and gasoline are compared in Table II.
Fcr vehicle use, natural gas is compressed and
carrird in one or mere cylinders. Mcst ICE vehicles can be
modified to run solely on natural gas or propane.
Alternatively a dual-fuel or tri-fuel system may be used
that Dperates on natural gas or propane until the carrying
capacity is exhausted at which time tha operator may switch
to gasoline. Subsequent analysis of compressed natural gas




Conversion kits for converting to CNG consist of a
gas/air mixer which replaces the air filter, pressure regu-
lator, fuel guage a r.d selector switch, piping, and one or
acre gas cylinders. No internal engine modifications are
involved with dual fuel conversions. Spark timing is
usually readjusted slightly to obtain minimum exhaust emis-
sions during both natural gas and gasoline operation.
Cylinders are available in various sizes from 200 to
372 standard cubic feet and gas is stored in them at a
normal pressure of 2U0O psi . The cylinders are permanently
mounted in the trunk of a car or the back of a van or they




Froperti 9S of Natural Gas and Gasoline
CNG Gasoline
Ccnipositicn Primarily methane
(CH4) but can contain































B tu's obtained by xhe c
ne unit of mass or vol
cmple-e
ume.
sufficient ground clearance. Cylinders are about 10 inches
in diameter and range from 44 to 62 inches in length. 5ach
CNG cylinder adds 125 lbs to the weight of -he vehicle
[Ref. 5].
Fuel/air mixers are designed to fit specific-sized
carburetors. The mixer is diaphragm controlled and operates
en the Venturi principle, metering the proper quantity of
natural gas into the air stream over the full range of
engine air flow demands.
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The CNG refusling station consists of a multi siags
compressor that receives the narural gas via a 1-2 inch line
from th9 local gas main and compressass it a- 3500 psi into
a storage cascade of 20 cylinders which th=n beccmes the
holding tank from which the f.lee- is refuel-=d. Each
cylinder has a 450 cubic feet capacity for a ^otal of 9000
cubic feet. A pressurized refueling noz:!:le connects -c a
fill valve located under the hood. Refueling is either
quick fill which, for a vehicle with two cylinders, takes
about the same acDOunt of time i- tarir^s zo refuel a- a gaso-
line pump, or time fill which permit.-. 25 ot more vehicles to
te refueled overnight. The compressor used in this analysis
is capable cf supplying U5 gallons of CNG per hour or 270
gallons in a six hour day. h pressure regulating switch
s-arts -he compresscr when the pr?:ssure irops to approxi-
mately 31450 pounds per square inch.
3 . Adva nta ges
The primary advantage with CNG lias with its plen-
tiful and inexpensive supply [ Ref . 6], however future gas
price savings are uncertain. The nation has enjoyed icdest
prices cf natural gas due to government price controls.
However, the Natual Gas Policy Act of 1973 calls fcr a
gradual phase out cf price controls on gas produced from new
wells by 198U. Deregulation has encouraged producers to
drill new and expensive wells rather than sell cheaper gas
from existing fields and these costs are passed on to the
consumer [Ref- 7], Suppliers have agreed to long term
contracts obligating them to pay highar prices even in times
cf low gas demand [Ref. 8].
Currently the price of gas per thousand cubic fset
at the well head varies from a low of about 27 cents for old
gas to as much as $11 for deep gas which has already been
removed fcr price controls [Ref. 9]. The U.S. Department of
2H

Energy icrscasts that gas prices in 1983 will rio-r an
average of 20 percent across the U.S. and in some areas as
high as 40 percent [ Hef . 10].
World oil supplies are ample and the price cf crude
cil is ojcre likely to fall than rise, at least ever the
short t^rm. In an effort to raise cash, several members of
C?EC bav€ been overproducing and selling at discounts below
the $34 per barrel official price [Hef- 1 1 ]• A survey of
gasoline prices at 19,00 service stations nation wide
conducted in December 1982 indicate the average price per
gallon cf regular gasoline was $1,127, and regular unleaded
was $1. 199 [Fef . 12 ].
Because CNG is a clean burning fuel and enters the
cylinders in a gaseous state, substantial savings may be
realizei in maintenance. Motor oil, filters, spark plugs,
exhaust system, and engine parts all are reported to last
longer. Unburned liquid fuel does not dilute motor cil or
foul spart-' plugs. Replacement intervals are doubJ.ed for
oil, filr-srs, and spark plugs. -^ One distributor claims a 50
percent ^o 60 percent reduction in maintenance costs.
Savings ai.e reduced when the vehicle is operated on gasoline
or if a ui-ed vehicle is converted to CNG.
CNG fueled vehicles have demonstrated up to a 10
percent improvement over gasoline in energy efficiency
during trips of less than 5 miles and low ambient tempera-
tures in the neighborhood of 20 degrees Fahrenheit
[Ref. 13 ]c. The primary reason is that CNG vehicles operate
more efficiently during the cold start and warmup portions
cf the driving cycle.
^Intervi=w with Mr. Larry Frew, Public Works Departmsnt,
Naval Education and Training Center, Great Lakes, Illinois,
9 December 1982.
^Interview wit^i Mi. James McCord, Compressed Natural Gas




Several characteristics of na-ural gas make i- an
inherently safer fuel than gasoline. It is lighter than air
and will dissipate into the atmosphere if a leak should
cccur as opposed to liquid fuels which puddle en the ground
presenting a potential fire hazard. Its ignition tempera-
ture is 500-UOO degrees Fahrenheit higher than gasoline and
combustion will occur only in a very limited ratio of air to
fuel. CNG is ncn- toxic, non-reactive, and does not form
smog [Ref- 1U].
^- Cisadvantaqes
The restricted operating range is the primary objec-
tion to CNG. Actual range is dependent on the size cf the
CNG cylinders and the miles per gallon achieved by the
vehicle. A vehicle equiped with two 300 cubic foot cylin-
ders and achieving thirteen miles per gallon would have a
range of 78 miles between refueling.
The additonal weight of two cylinders and associated
equipment reduces the performance of the vehicle. In a 1979
test conducted by the General Services Administration accel-
eration from 0-60 MPH was reduced by 25 percent to UO
percent and fuel economy was 5 percent to 10 percent lass
[Hef. 15].
Vehicles with dual fuel capabilities cannot be tuned
to achieve maximum efficiency without sacrificing gasoline
performance. The compression ratio needed to obtain the
lowest fuel comsumption using natural gas is higher than
that which could be tolerated by gasoline. Spark timing
should be advanced to compensate for the slew flame speed
but causes knocking when the vehicle is run on gasoline.
Further disadvantages of CNG include conflict with
car warranties, possible valve seat wear in engines without




Hhila vehicle perforaiance and ^fficiancy may be
reduced, it should ncz prohibit a vehicls from p-^rfcrming
its mission. With dual fuel capabilitss range is r.ot a
limiting factor. Savings in operations and maint^E^nance may
outweigh the inconvenience of CNG although the uncertainty
cf future natural gas and gasoline prices shoald be consid-
ered when comparing alternatives. CNG vehicles meet the
mininiuni level cf effectiveness and CNG is cor.sider'=:d a feas-
ible alternative for both categories of vehicles.
C. AICOHCLS
1 , Characteristics
Research and development of alcohol as an ciUtomc-ive
fuel have been limited to methanol and et.hc.nol. Iiipetus for
their use has be^n oil shortages and farm surpluse:-.
Alcchol may be used as a blending snock with gaso-
line cr in i~s pure or neat form. Blsnds sr= commonly in
concentrations of 10 percent dus to exemptioi. frcm Federal
excise tax on gasoline containing more thcr. 10 percent
alcohol, with the maximum benefit at 10 percent. The
Environmental Protection Agency exempts alcohcT. blends cf 10
percent from the icinimum standards of the Clean Air he-
[Ref. 16]. Alcohol is also exempt from all or part of state
gasoline taxes in ten states: Arkansas, Colorado, Iowa,
Kansas, Maryland, Missouri, Nebraska, Nor*h Dakota, South
Dakota, and Wyoming.
At concentrations greater than 10 percent, engine
modifications tc the carburetion system and compression
ratios are required to obtain propar fuel/air mixture and
unifcrm cylinder to cylinder distribution. Modifications,
once made, would prohibit operating on gasoline.
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Methanol and sthanol havs similar proper-iies and ara
con'irasted \iizh gasoline in Tabl3 III. The differences in
boiling point, flash pcdnt, heating valae, heat of vaporiza-
tion, ccabustion air/fuel ratio, and water solubili-y are
responsible for most of -he problems encountered when nixing
TABLE III
Properties of Ethanol, Methanol, and Gasoline
Et hanol Methanol Gasoline
Chemical formula CH CH OH CH OH Mixture of
3 2 3 C -C
4 12
Ccmpcsiticn, wc percient
carbon ' 52.2 37.5 85-88
Hvdrcgen 13.1 12.6 12-15
Oxyaen 34.7 ii9.9
Boiling temp C 7 8.5 65 27-225
Flash point C 13 11 -43
Lower heating value
Btu/lb 11,565 8,582 18,920
Btu/gal 7,580 5,660 11,560
La ten- h'.3.z of
Vapcrization 3tu/lb 396 507 50
a
Stcichicaietric A/F 9.0 6.4 14.2-14.8
Water Solubilitv Infinite Infinite Insoluble
Scurca: References 16,19.
Air/fuel ratio fcr complete combus-ion
or replacing gasoline with alcohol. ilos-: of the properties
cf ethancl are intermediate to those of methanol and gaso-
line. These differences, as well as vehicle tests and
evaluations indicate that potential problems with the use of





Savings from using alcohol as a blending stock may
be realized but would be minimal unless petroleum shor-ages
induce large gasoline price increases. Alcohol delivery,
storage, and dispensing systems would not be substantially
different than gasoline systems beyond -he possible need for
a vapor recovery system and corrosion resistant storage
tanks and lines [Ref- 18],
3» disadvantages
Problems associa-^ed with alcohol are grouped by
disxribution and handling, vehicle performance, and compat-
ability with materials. Problems are further identified by
their probability of occurancs in absence of corrective
measures and the relative seriousness if tha problem
cccured. A summary of potential problems with methanol and
ethancl are contained in Table IV. Problems associated with
methanol are similar or mora severe than with ethanol
[Ref. 19].
a. Distribution and handling
Phase Separation: Phase separation in -he pres-
ence cf water or at lew temperatures is the most disturbing
problem with alcohol blends. In phase separation the
ethancl becomes separated from the gasoline with which it
was blended. Water is commonly present in gasoline storage
tanks and more can be absorbed from the air. The rate of
water abscrbtion of ethanol blends is markedly influenced by
the alcchcl content and by surface to volume ratio. The
addition of as little as 0.2 percent water to blends
containing 10 percent ethancl has been reported tc cause
phase separation. In additon to unpredictable stalling,











Phase Separation Definite 1
Hygrcscopicity Definite 2




Cold Start,ability, Neat Defini-.s 1
Warm-up Driveability Defini-e 1
Vapor Lock Probable 3
Volumetric Fuel Economy Definita 2
Compatability with
Materials
Metal Corrosion Definite "'
Non-Metal Compatability Defini-^. = 1
Lubricant Compatability Possible 2
Engine Wear Possible 2
Paint Damage Probabls 3
Filter Plugging probable 3
Scurce: References 16,19.
a




distribution system, the aqueous phase would be difficult to
dispose of, and corrosion would be aggrevated.
Hygrcscopicity: Hygroscopici-^.y is a measure of
the tendency of fuel to absorb moisture from air, which if
severe, can caus9 phase separation.
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storage S -ability: Studies indicate a z^nd^ncy
for alcohol/gasoline blsnds to form more gums during storage
than the base gasolines from which they vers made, although
one study has r'??orted that etianol inhibits the formation
cf gums in some kinds of cra<:ked gasoline. Gasclins is
susceptible to attack by certai;i microorganisms in the pres-
ence cf water bottoms. Ethanol is toxic -co th^se organisms
and would remedy this condition.
Henaturing: Tha widespread use of ethanol/
gasoline blends could lead tiD illicit e-hanol recovery.
Ethanol can be separated from a gasoline blend with the
addition cf wa-er and the separated ethanol can be fur-her
purified with charcoal tr=?atmen". This problem can probably
be solved with the addition of denaturants which giv'= the
recovered alcohol an objectionable tasre.
b. Vehicle Performance
Cold St artabil ity: The vapor pressure of
ethanol is so low at ambisnt temperatures that it cannot
vaporize sufficiently to provide a flammable mixture and
enable a cold engine to start below about 15 degrees
Celsius. Cold starting problems with neat ethanol can
probably be alleviated by the addition of light hydrocar-
bons. Ethanol/gasolin-r- blends have adverse effects on cold
starting below degrees Celsius.
Drivability: Addition of ethanol to gasoline
increases the oxygen content of the fuel necessitating an
adjustment cf the carburetor to achieve a richer air/fuel
mixture. Problems with drivability increase with increased
leaning and alcohol content. The problems include stalling




Vapor Lock: Vapor lock results wh€n the fuel
pumo cannct meet the fuel demand of the engine backus <= the
fuel is vaporizing in the fuel line. This occurs on hot
days with high volatility fuels and heavy engine demand.
Methanol and ethanol increase the volatility increasing the
probatiltiy of vapor lock.
Fuel Economy: Blending ethanol with gasoline
reduces the fuel energy content, and if carbureticn is not
adjisted, l^ans the air/fuel fixture. Recent test-s using 10
per::€nt alcohol blends aave shown an average loss in fuel
economy of 3 percent.
c. Compatabilit y with Materials
Mstal Corrosion: Ethanol can cause moderate to
severe corrosion to distribution and automotive fuel
sys-ems. ?5etals susceptible to ethanol corrosion are zinc,
galvanized iron, iron, brass, copper, and lead. Corrosion
with alcohols is aggravated by the presence of water and the
problem is compounded when phase separation occurs.
Non-metal Compatibili-y : Ethanol, because it
is a good solvent, may be incompatible with polyester
fconded-f iberglass laminates which are used in underground
storage tanks, and with pol yurethane , cork, and leather.
Lubricant Compatability : Crankcase emulsions
have occurred wirh straight methanol during bench engine
tests. Emulsion problems with ethanol have not been
reported. Research is continuing in lubricant compatability
with gasoline blends.
Engine Wear: Very few incidents of engine wear
have teen reported with straight ethanol. Sthancl blends
have teen shown to cause increased cylinder wear in a fleet
of vehicles used intermittently. Fuel pumps have been
reported tc lose pressure from internal wear when used with




Faint Da mags: Ethanol can caus*^ daaio^ when
spilled on paint finishes.
Dirt Loosening and Filter Plugging: Ths ability
of alcohcl to dissolve gum and loosen dirt can l^ad to
plugged filters and screens when alcohol is initially
introduced.
U . Sum iiar y
Research and development is likely to solve zh-~
technical problems associated with alcohols. Because of -h-^r
limited availablity and high cost of ethanol, along with
Federal and state subsidies for blends containing 10 percent
volume of alcohol, the primary use of et.hanol in the U.S.
will probably be in blends to supplemen- rather that substi-
tute for gasoline [ Ref. 20], The limited availability and
incompa-ability with storage tanks and vehicle components
elirairatcd alcohcl as a feasible alternative for this study.
E. EIECTHIC VEHICLES
1 . Characteristics
The largest single user cf electric vehicles (ZV's)
in the United States is the U. S. Postal Service [Ref- 21].
They operate 352 DJ-5E Electrucks manufactured by American
Motors Ccrpcraticn and provide the best source of user oper-
ating and maintenance data. Utility companies are the
second largest users of EV's [Ref. 22]- EV's have been
used in Great Sritiar for more than 20 years, primarily as
delivery trucks.
l*ost EV manufacturers in the United States are small
businesses. Manufacturers of EV's and EV components world
wide are listed annually in the February issue of Electric
Vehicle News. A survey of U.S. manufacturers revealed that
only three companies. Jet Industries of San Antonio, Texas,
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Taylor Dunn of ftnah€ira, California, and Batcronic Truck.
Corporation of Boyertcn, Pennsylvania are curr«=n-:ly mark-
eting EV*s. The recession and low consumer dsmand has
cur*ail'=d production although research to improve EV tech-
nology continues.
an excellent source of EV performance data is
contained in Slectric and Hybrid Vehicles, Energy Technology
Review Nc. 44 published by Noyes Da-a Corporation. It
summarizes data on characte ristic^-, cost, maintenance, and
energy consumption compiled frcia tr?ck tests, user surveys,
and current literature. Data is presented for two classes
of EV's, those designed for personal use and those designed
for commercial use.
EV performance differs greatly from one vehicle to
another due to the variety of vehicle chassis, propulsion
systems, and components used. Track and dynamometer results
provide consistent comparisons or vehicle types but vary
from data reported by users.
Noyes Data Cor por at ion ' 3 performance 'tests were
conducted in accordance with the Society of Aatoraotive
Engineers Electric Vehicle Tast Procedures. The t^^sts
included measure aients of range at crnstant sp'^ed, range when
operating over prescribed driving schedules, acceleration,
maximum speed, gradeability (hill climbing ability) , and
braicing. The driving schedules are: Schedule B - cruise
speed of 20 mph, fixed route, stop and go operation.
Schedule C - cruise speed of 30 mph , variable route, stop
and go operations, and. Schedule D - cruise speed of 45 mph,
intended to represent suburban driving patterns. The
performance data presented below is a result of track tests
and user surveys. Performance data for selected vehicles is






















40 45 30 30 20
Ei n i va r 75 60 30 50 30 8
It n 1 va r 96 60 30 50 30 8
Vc Ita I iclcup 60 30 50 30 8
Jet Ir.duf tries/
lO c. q e V an 1000 55 50 25 50 14
Eg ^qe V an 1400 55 50 25 n.a. n . a
re re Cc urier 750 60 50 25 n.a- T . a
El i-ctr: ca 55 50 25 n • a • n . a
Grumman-C Ison/
H- niva: 55 43 30 n.a . n . a
3oorc€: Compiled from literature search and telephcne
inquiry
n.a,: Data not available
a. Range
For almost all vehicles tested, rang? decreased
linearly with increasing speed. Tests were terminated when
the vehicle could no longer accelerate to 45 mph in 28
seconds as required by schedule D. At this point the
vehicle is still fully operable but at a reduced accelera-
tion capability. It is estimated that ranges cculd b?
extended another 10-15 percent before overall performance
would be seriously impaired. Track data is generally 25





Manufacturer/ Number of Payload bartery vcltag*
Vehicle passetigers j.bs & weignts - lbs
AM General/ a
EJ-5E Electruck 1 670 54/1300
Battrcnic Truck/
Minivan 75 2 1000 112/2300
Minivan 96 2 1400 112/2300
Vclta Pickup 2 1000 112/2300
Jet Industries/
Codge Van 1000 n.a. 1000 144/960
Codge Van 1400 n.a. 1400 144/960
Ford Courier 750 n.a. 750 120/810
Zlectrica n.a. n.a. 144/960
Grumman-Clson/
Minivan 2 550 84/1000




Configured for U.S. Postal Service
Ncte: All vehicles had series wound DC motors and
silicon-controlled rectifisr choppers.
test procedures which reguire testing the vehicle at gross
vehicle weight and terminating wh=n the acceleration
criteria could not be met. User results are significantly
lower and more variable due to weather, hills, driver's
skill, and vehicle ccndition and age. Speed is measured in




Th= amourt of energy r=qaired to move an EV one
mile is dependent on numerous variables. Vehicle weigh- and
frontal area, compcnent efficiencies, age of bat-eries,
speed, terrain, temperature, and number of stops are all
significant factors. Energy, in kilowatt hours (Kwh) , is
measured at the input side of the charger. Energy demand is
measured in Kwh per mile. Energy ccnsu.iction per mile
depends en the range achieved per driving cycl= and the
amount of energy required to recharge rhe oat-eries. The
amount of energy needed -^o recharge the batc^rries depends on
the depth of discharge and the effici^nciio of ihe charger
and batteries [ Ref . 23].
Noyes Data Corporation conducted road -ests tc
measure the effect cf vehicle weight, spend, resis-ive
acceleration and driveline efficiency on energy consumption.
Resistive acceleration is the sum of tire fr: -tion and aero-
dynamic drag, and driveline efficiency is inversely
proportional to the total less of energy between the battery
and wheels [Ref- 24], They found the energy consumpticn to
be prcporticnal to the mass cf the vehicle an i the resistive
acceleration, and inversely proportional to the driveline
efficiency. The effect of speed on energy consumption
varied by vehicle from little or nc erf set to substantial
increases as speed increased. Track lata ranged from 0.10
to 0.28 watt-hour per mile per pound of vehicle weight.
Field experience fell within the range of 0.25-0.50
Wh/mile-lb. Energy consumption in Kwh/mile as a function of




Cross Vchlcla W«ight, Pounds
4000
Sourcat R«f«ianc« 3.
Figure 2. "5 Elf-ctric Vehicle Energy Consumption,
c. Acceleration, Maximum Speed, and Gradeabili-y
In general, acceleration, maximum spsed, and
gradeafcility were lo'^er than those of convsnt-ional vehicles.
Acceleration frcn to 30 r'^quired 14 -o 34 seconds and
maximum spe^ed ranged from 35 to 56 raph. los- EV's can climb
steep grades at slow spe^rds bun most vehicles had difficulty




Personal vehicles are designed fcr only two
passengers with nominal paylcad. Commercial vehicles have
capacities ranging from 370 to 1770 pounds with most
exceeding 900 pounds.
2. Ccmccnents
The description of EV components is presented in the
order in which power flows from -che source to ths ei=c-ric
motor where electrical energy is conver-ed to mechanical
energy. Frcm the receptacle, the power flows to th= battery
charger, motive power battery, magne-ic contactor, cont-
roller, and the electric motor.
a. Receptacle
For small EV's the receptacle is a 15 amp 125
volt, two pcle, three wire, grounding "yp-^ receptacle with
at-achment plug. Fcr heavier commercial EV's the receptacle
is a 250 volt, 2 pole, 3 wire, grounding *ype receptacle and
atitachment plug [Hef. 25], The required power source is
208-230 vol- line, 30 amps, with a 30 amp breaker. This is
equivalent tc two 115 volt lines and a ground. The number
of recep":acles required depends on ::he size of -he fleet and
frequency and length of charging.
h. Battery Charger
The battery charger is an integral component of
the EV system. It lust be compaxible with the voltage and
current of the electrical receptacle and rhe voltage and
acceptance current cf the bat-ery. As a result of the
variety of battery types and volnages, general-purpose
commercial battery chargers generally are not suitable and




The battery charger may ba either cn-bcard rh^
v<5hicle cr located at the charging station. Or.-boar'ji char-
gers enhance the flexibility of the V3hicle by allowing
charging at multiple locations and inininiize the chsnce of
the vehicle being stranded away from its charging s-aticm,
but add to the weight of the vehicle. An on-board charger
weighs approximately 115 pounds. Off-board charg-^iis may b5
larger and more versatile. These chargers can be prcgramifled
to charge when low voltage is sensed, ch^.rge ai pre.-set
intervals which keeps the battery warm thereby eAter)d;.ng
battery life, and complete charging shortly befcr? v'ehi<:le
use.
The battery charger accepts alternating curr'mt
from the power source and converts i- -o direcx current at
the voltage reguired by the battery. Charging a- a grea'ier
current may cause gassing where the bat-ery electrolyte is
chemically dissociated into hydrogen and oxygen ^jass =s.
Gassing necessitates more frequent watering c: :he
batteries. Overcharging may also cause the bat--:-ries to
overheat, shortening their life. The voltage reo'v'.red to
charge a ta-tery varies over the charging time, oiidually
decreasing as the cell nears its full charge.
c. Motive Power Batteries
Power to the motor is supplied from a pod of 6
or 12 volt lead acid batterias connected in series. The
voltage available is a function of the number of cells in
the pcd. Each fully charged cell has a voltage of 2.35
Volts. Other types of battery systems have been proposed
and some have been developed and tested in EV's, but non? is
commercially available today. Batteries are "deep cycle"
allowing them to be discharged to 20 percent and recharged
without damaging the plates.
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Two types of leal acid batteries are suitable
for EV use. The golf cam battery is desigr.ed for rela-
tively lew initial cost, high power, and high specific
energy. The industrial battery is designed to provide long
life and high energy, but it is heavier and more expensive
than a golf cart battery.
Ba-tery life is measured in discharge cycles,
the number of cycles being dependant on T.he c.epth of disc-
harge. A coTim ercially available golf Cc.r- battery has a
useful life of 350 cycles when discharged to 80-90 percent
of its capacity.! Its useful life incrtase.'! to over 750
cycles when the depth of discharge is deci'eased to 50
percent. Industrial batteries have a cycle liiie of 750-2000
deep cycles [Ref . 26 ].
The attainable en -.rgy density (Whr/lb) is depen-
dent en the discharge rate of the battery. Tlie capacity of
the battery is also temperature dependent, i.ower tempera-
tures reduce the capacity of the battery,
d. Magnetic Contactor
A magnetic contactor is an Blec-.rical switch
operated by an electromagnet placed betw-:-en t!^e battery and
the ccntrcller. When open, no current flows from the
battery. The circuit is closed by turr. ing on the ignition
key or by operating in sequence the ignition Key and the
accelerator.
e. Controller
The speed at which the electric motor turr.s is
governed by the controller which is operated by the acceler-
ator pedal. The controller controls the flow of power from
the batteries to the motor and if regenerative breaking is
.
^Int^rview with Mr. Conrad Weinlein, Globe-Union,
Milwakee, Wisconsin, 17 January 1983.
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used, the con-croller also controls the energy flew in the
cpposits direction. It is designed to provide smooth, (Effi-
cient, safe, and reliable operations daring acceleration and
constant speeds, and provides overload protection to rhe
motor.
Four types of contrcllers are currently used.
1. Resistance types: A resistor is inserted in the
circui-^ which limits current. This method is inex-
pensive but causes energy loss. This loss is
prohibitive in vehicles larger than golf carts.
2. Voltage Switching Type: The starting current is
limited by the application of a low initial voltage
across the motor contacts. As the rotor gains speed
successively higher back electromotive force (emf) is
generated in the armature limiting the current. As
the accelerator is depressed further, a successively
higher voltags is applied to the motor. This method
is relatively inexpensivs but results in jerky accel-
eration and increased maintenance.
3. V'oltdg^') Switching and Resistanc2 Insert Type: This
•oethcd combines the features of the above two
methods. A resistor is inserted between thr s^eps
resulting in smoother acceleration.
4. Sci: 3 State Chopper: A solid state control device
chcps the power from the battery into discrete tim^^
blocks. A lightly depressed accelerator provides
relatively widely spaced energy blocks. As the
accelerator is further depressed the energy blocks
are spaced closer together. This is the prefered




The most commcnly used motor is a direct
current, series wound type because of its high starting
torqu€ and simplicity. The high starting torque may obviate
the need for a transmission . Under heavy loads the torque-
ampere ratio is higher than that of other types which
reduces battery drain during acceleration or while negoti-
ating grades. In a series motor the field windings consist
of a few turns of large cross section conductors which are
connected in series with the armature. The shunt motor
consists of many turns of smaller wire which are connected
to a field ccntrcllei. Because of the extra shunt windings,
it offers more flexibility and control than does a series
motor. A cumulative compound wound motor combines the
features of series and shunt nnotors. It provides high
starting tcrque and greater flexibility in control.
Regenerative braking requires the capability to v=ry the
shunt field current. This requires an additional control
circuit that cannot be incorporated into a series motor.
Efforts to incorporate regenerative braking into SV's have
resulted in a trend towards shunt or compound motors.
g. Auxiliary System
Auxiliary equipment, such as lights, horn, and
heat are provided by a 12 volt auxilary electrical system
similiar to that used in an ICE vehicle. The auxiliary
battery may be charged in three ways: from the same charger
used for the motive batteries, from the motive batteries
using a step-down oscillatory circuit, or a belt-powered
alternator. Electric heaters are inadequate for large SV»s





In regenerative braking, a porticf: of the
kinetic energy cf motion of a vehicle when stopped or slowed
is transformed from mechanical energy to electrical energy
and reintroduced into the battery. The benefits of regen'rr-
ariva braking are:
1. An increase in vehicle range, or, less battery is
required to obtain a given ranga.
2. Less energy cost per mile.
3. Prolonged battery life owing to a decreas-"d depth of
discharge required for a given range.
4. Less wear on mechanical braking surfaces.
A study conducted by the Naticn^il Bat-^ery Test
Laboratory demonstrated that a 20-30 percent increase in
range is possible with regenerative braking [Ref. 27].
3 . Advanta ges
EV's provide a viable alternative to p^trcleum-
dependent ICE vehicles. Although procurement costs 5r= high
relative to ICE vehicles, operating costs per mile aay be
less depending en driving conditions and the price of elec-
tricity and gasoline.
The simplicity of SV's should offer ir.crec.sed reli-
ability and decreased maintenance costs. Currently, failure
rates in the Onited States are high but this is attributable
to the lack of maturity in the industry. ^here EV's are
well established, for example, in Great Britain, their reli-
ability and maintainability have been excellent [Ref. 28].




Decreased range, speed, and payload lessen EV versa-
tility, however, SV'o remain suitable for low performance
missions.
Acq 13 is it ion costs and batrary replacement are
significant and not liJcely to be offse- by lower operating
and maintenance co'sts. Purchase pricas are twice that of
comparable IC2 vehicles and the useful life of a battery
pack is approximately one to two years.
The batteries and electric motors may present a
safety hazard to personnel involved with their use and
maintenance. Voltages in EV's range from 48-216 volts. The
elctrclytes present a possibility of chemical burns and
battery charging produces explosive hydrogen gas necessi-
tating additional ventilation.
5 . Summary
Range, usage rate, speed, and load capacity are less
than conven-*- ional vehicles but do not preclude SV's from
accomplishing low performance missions. They are ideally
suited for short-rangs delivery or utility vehicles with
missions characterized by low speeds and multiple s-cps. EV
technology will produce^ substantial improvements in perfor-
mance and expand their mission capaoilities.
Acquisition costs are high owing to low production
volumes stemming from low consumer demand. Operating costs
may be lower for specific applications and when compared to
inefficient ICE vehicles. Energy consumption is minimal
when the driving pattern is characterized by frequent stops,
coasting, and deceleration which do not consume energy.
Regenerative braking returns energy to the battery, further
reducing operating costs. The simplicity of an electric
motor relative to an ICE motor should reduce maintenance
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costs. Failure rat-^s are higher than ICE vehicles but are
lew in Grear: Britain where SV» s have long been established.
The major maintenance expense is associated with battery
maintenance and replacement but research and development
continues to increase the energy density and useful life of
batteries.
EV*s satisfied the measures of effectiveness for low





Department of Defanse guidelines direct -^rhat all
resources required tc achieve a stared objective be included
in any economic analysis. The two objectives of the ccst
analysis are to determine the -cotal life cycle ccst (LCC) of
each alternative and determine the cost coefficients of th-?
decision variables and -he input-outpur coefficients cf -h^
constraint variables in the linear program. The LCCel^ments
considered are the relevant investment, operating, and
maintenance costs of each alternative over the usefal l-ifr
of the vehicle. Costs not considered are sunk: costs, over-
head costs, and the cost of stocking support equipment and
repair parts. Figure 3.1 is a graphical presentation of
cost-guantity relationships.
The cost coefficients express the rate at which thr
value of th? objective function or th9 total life cycle cc=-
of operating a fleet of vehicles increases or decreas-.s a-.
one additional v=hicla using a particular fual is aaded or.
removed from the population. The coefficient is ^gual tc^
the unit cost of each fuel type.
A. CCST ELEMENTS
1 • Investm ent co sts
Investment ccsts are divided into two categories:
fixed costs, which remain constant regardless of the number
cf vehicles using a particular fuel type, and variable
costs, which are uniform per vehicle but vary in total in
direct porpcrcicn to the number of vehicles. Fixed invest-
ment costs include infrastructure cost, installation, and









Figure 3.1 Cost Quantity Relationships.
relevant rar.ge over which th€;39 costs remain fixed depends
on the nuiEber of vehicles the inf ra struc* ur9 is capable of
supporting before additional suppcrt facilities must be
added. This defends largely upon the size of the flee- and
the- usage raxe of the vehicl^^s. Larger fleets and higher
usage rates reqairs more refuelinc; and additional suppor-
facilitiss. In actuality these costs are semi-fixed,
increasing in a stepwise fashion as; the number of vehicles
exceed the capacity cf the supporting infrastructure. These
cos-s will be described futher whan the cost of each alter-
native is addressed. Variable investment costs include
vehicle procurement, conversion kit procurement, and salvage
value. These costs are nonrecurring. Procurement costs are
assumed to be incurred in year one and salvage costs in the
final year cf the life cycle.
Vehicle procurement costs are represented by the
average purchase price cf vehicles purchased by the General
Services !\dministration for the Navy. They are listed in
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the automotive Commodity Center Mon-chly Cus-omer Agency
Report which is a cumulative listing of vehicles purchased
ty vehicle type for the Federal government. Purchase prices
by vehicle cede are lisxed in the Transportation Equipment
Descriptive Reference File Listing. For vehicles utilizing
natural gas, the procurement cost is the cost of the vehicle
plus the cost of the conversion kit necessary to convert to
CNG, Procurement costs for SV's represent the avsrage
purchase prices of vehicles that will aeet mission require-
nienis ar.d were obtained from EV manufacturers.
2- Operating Costs
Operating costs consist of annual fuel costs and are
determined ty the price of fuel, vehicle efficiency, and
annual niles traveled. The price of fuel is measured in
dollars per gallon cr kilowatt hour and vehicle efficiency
ir.- leas'.ired in gallons per mile or kilowatt hours per mile.
3 • Maintenance Cost s
Maintenance costs consist of preventive and correc-
tive maintenance performed on the engine and drive train.
Included are all maintenance costs reported on the Operating
Budget/Expense report which includes the cost of oil, spark
plugs, filters, and replacement parts and components. They
also include maintenance contracted to outside activities.
Maintenance costs for CNG are a reduced percentage of the
costs incurred for gasoline vehicles. The percentage factor
is the savings in maintenance claimed by CNG manufacturers
and users. Maintenance costs for EV's are computed sepa-
rately and are a funtion of annual miles. They also include
the pericdic replacsnient of battery packs for EV's.
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Maintenance costs are difficult to measur— b^cauoe
accounting procedures do not allow for distinguishing
preventive from corrective maintenance. Maintenance -lata for
CNG and electric vehicles is inconclusive becaus* record
keeping is inconsistent and incomplete, and manuf set crers
are inclined to advertise the best case as cppcsed tc
average maintenance costs. There is a good deal of uncer-
tainty associated with maintenance costs but the diff'Prenc^r
between alternatives is sufficient to warrant their
consideration.
If an alternative is not included in the final solu-
tion the fixed costs would be zero and a discontinuity would
exist at the origin for the fixed and total cost curves.
B. LIFE CYCLE COST
Life cycle costing is based on the economic life cf the
vehicle. The economic life extends through thr period
during which the vehicle is capable of performing its
assigned mission. Annual mileage and preventive maintenance
weigh heavily in determing the useful life cf the power
train. Environmental factors may cause the body to deterio-
rate before the engine does. Delays in programming and
acquiring replacements may require a command to maintain a
vehicle well beyond the point where it makes prudent sense
to dc so [Ref. 29].
Activities report annually to their Transportation
Equipment Management Center (TEiiC) the projected mileage of
each vehicle over the next three years. Using life expec-
tancy criteria in NAVFAC P300 Appendix C, the TEMC*e
determine how many vehicles will require replacement and
program that number into the procurement cycle. Public
works personnel determine which vehicles to dispose of when
new replacements are received. Age and mileage expectancies
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for sedans and trucks andar on= -on are 6 years or 72,000
milas. In addition to th^ aga or iailaage cri-ceria, a
vehicle is eligible for rap lacemant whan th<i cost of r-apair
exceeds 50 percent cf the prasent wholesale value of the
vehicle as determined from computational factors provided in
NAVFAC P300, Appendix C. With a two yaar planning, program-
ming, and budget cycle and an additional year for GSA to
purchase, receive, and deliver vehicles, an additional three
years may elapse before a vehicle is finally replaced.-^ For
this analysis the life cycle was based on a ten year
economic life, an arbitrary but suitable per:.cd. This also
corresponds to the life expectancy of EV'^; claimed by EV
manufacturers.
C. DISCCDNT RATE
Present value techniques are use'J to iisccunt fu- ura
cash flows to present value. DODINST '7041.3 recommends a
disccun- rate of 10 percent in ccmparative cost studies of
general purpose real properties. This rata incorporates
interest cost, investment opportunities foregone, and a 2 to
3 percent inflation stabilizer. Ccnst^.nt 1982 dollars were
used in this analysis. Taola VII contains uniform conti-
nuous flew discount factors for single /ear and cumulative
uniform flows at 10 percent.
.^Ir^tarviaw with Mr Bob Ashby, General Services
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• Investment C osts
Fix€d investment costs for gasoline-powered vshicles
consisx of underground storage tanks, fuel pumps, and
distribution system. These are treated as sunk costs and
not ccnsicered. in the analysis.
Variable investment costs consist of the purchase
price cf the vehicle less its salvage value. The FACSC RPT
SYM/NC 11200/F825 AB02 provided the current unit purchase
price of vehicles by equipment code and family designator.
The average purchase price of the seventy two vehicles at
NPS was determined from the unit price and frequency of
occurrence for each equipment code. A weighted average
purchase price of $7,600 was determined.
The salvage value cf a vehicle is dependent on its
age, mileage, condition, typs, inflation, and consumer
demand. Historically, the General Services Administration
has recovered 25 percent of the purchase price cf sedans and
30 percent of two wheel drive light trucks after approxi-
mately 72,0CC miles. This figure applies to all Federal
agencies in California, Arizona, and Nevada. The Defense
Property Disposal Office at Fcrt Ord, California is recov-
ering 25 percent of acquisition costs on Army sedans and
light trucks after approximately seven years or 100,000
miles. Ihe Defense Property Disposal Office at Naval Air
Station, Alameda, California estimated the average salvage
value of sedans and light trucks after ten years and 6 0,000
miles at ten percent of acquisition cost. These character-
istics correspond to the projected age and usage rate cf the
vehicles used in this analysis, therefore, ten percent was




Annual fuel costs equal the annual g-illor.s of gaso-
line consumed multiplied by the price per gallon. Annual
fuel ccnsumption is the product of t.he average annual miles
and the average fuel efficiency of the fleet.
The average annual miles for xhe NP5 fleet was
obtained from the Equipment Usage Record 12Nr' NPS 11240/1
(2/77). Fuel efficiency was obtained frca the Operating
Eudget/Expense Raport by dividing the annual miles by the
annual gallons of fuel consumed for each cost ?.ccourt code.
The average annual miles for the seventy two vehic:le£ was
5,928 and the average fuel efficiency was 1 ^i mi].es per
gallon or .071 gallons per mile.
The price of gasoline was obtained from -^he ycvember
gasoline till. The State of California refunds the state
gasoline tax of seven cents per gallon for gasoline c:onsumed
en Federal installations. The percentage of on- base us=: was
obtained from tha Monthly Gas Sheets and averages 20 percent
for the vehicles in the study. The price of 51.. 196 was
obtained by taking a weighted average of the price paid
before and after taxes were removed.
3 • Maintenance C ost s
Preventive maintenance is perform-d at regular
intervals based either on mileage or on a specified time
period. Preventive iraintanance is predictable over the life
of the vehicle, increasing only as the price of material and
labor increase. Corrective maintenance is unscheduled , a-^
or near zero during the warranty period and increasing over
the life of the vehicle as components begin to fail. Total




Unfortiinarely standard government accounting proce-
dures do not identify preventive and correcxive maintenance.
Records at the activity level and da":a accumulated by the
General Services Adiinistration only reflect total mainte-
nance costs, number of vehicles, and number cf miles
traveled. A reasonable assumption is that the average age
of a fleet, particularly a large fleet, remains fairly
constant as new vehicles are added and old vehicles
salvaged. Total fleet maintenance costs, therefore, can be
expected to be fairly constant.
Annual maintenance cost per mile for NPS was derived
from the Operating Budget/Expanse Report. Total maintenance
cost and total mileage for the cost account codes under
consideration were summed and divided to obtain a cost per
mile figure. This was done for fiscal years 1978 through
1982. The unadjusted automotive maintenance repair index
for all urban consumf-rs was used to inflate prior year costs
per mile to 1982 dollars. The adjusted figures were aver-
aged to obtain a co^t per mile of $0,032.
t*. Ccst 12 del
The total LCC procuring, operating, and maintainina
cne gasoline-powered vehicle is:
TC = P + FV {«i X ( (P X n ) + M) ) - ?V (S) (3. 1)
U V i GAS
Where
:
TC = Total unit life cycle cost.
U
P = Variable Procurement cost.
V
F = Price of gasoline.
GAS
Mi = Average annual miles.
M = Maintenance cost per mile.
S = Salvage value.
PV = Present value factor for equal annual
i cash flows for i years. i equals the
number of years per life cycle.
PV = Fesent value fact.or for a single cash flew
in the final year of the life cycle.
n = Vehicle efficiency in qallons per mile.
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The total LCC for procuring, operating, and main-
taining a fleet of gasoline -powered vehicles is:
TC = n (TC ) (3.2)
F
Where:
TC = Total fleet life cycle costs.
F
n = number of vehicles in zhe fleet.
For NPS, the ne- present value of th? r.otal LCC for
one vehicle was $11,760. The nex present value for a fleet
of 72 Vehicles was S£46,720.
E. CCHPBESSED NflTDHAL GAS
There were a number of CN3 systems available with diffe-
rent operating characteristics and prices. Having a service
representative in close proximity to -he vehicle fl9e-^- and
the cost of ^ sending personnel ^o the distributer for
training would favor conducting business wi-h a local
company. Dual Fuel Systems, Inc. of Culver City, California
was the only distributor in California and quoted lower
prices than ths next closes- distributor in Colorado.
Unless otherwise noted, their data were used in the
analysis.
''
• Inv = sx.aen- Co sts
Fixed investment costs consist, of the compressor or
compressors, cascade system, refueling nozzlas, installation
and training. The cost of the compressor, cascade system,
and nozzles was $39,000. The compressor was capabl= of
supplying U5 gallons of CNG per hour or 270 gallons in a six
hour day. For the vehicles in this study a complete refu-
eling reguired 5 gallons. The maximum capacity of the
compressor was nine vehicles per hour or 54 vehicles per day
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assuming six hours of continuous operaTiicns. One ccinpre3.=or
was considered adequate for the NPS. Additional ccuiprsosors
would cost an additional $23,000 each.
The cost to install the syszsm and connect the
compressor to a source of electrici-cy and narural ga: was
estimated at $5,000 by the Colorado distributor.
Training was considered a one time cost. Training
was provided by the manufacturer free of charge, howev'-=r the
ac-ivity would have to pay for travel, per dism, and rental
car. Training costs, based on sending two smploye^^r. to
Culver City, California for two weeks were $3,100, Ihr
total fixed investment costs were $47,100.
Variable investment costs consist of vehicle
procurement, conversion kit procurement, and salvage costs.
The vehicle procurement and salvage were the same as cncse
for gasolinr ICE vehicles. The conversion kits cost $'^^115
per vehicle. The useful life of the kits, the gas cylinders
in particular, extend beyond the useful lifs of rhr V5:hicle
and may be transfered from one vehicle to the next as vehi-
cles are salvaged but their exact life cycle is no-
documented, and for the purpose of this analysis, was
assumed tc he the same as that of the vehicle. The tctal
variable investment ccsts were 58,775.
2 • Cce rat inq Costs
Operating ccsts are a function of th? number of
miles driven on CNG and on gasoline, the prices of CNG and
gasoline, and the efficiency of the vehicle on aach fuel.
Additional ccsts are incurred to operate the compressor. It
was assumed that a vehicle would operate on CNG until the
supply of CNG was exhausted and then switch to gasoline for
the remainder of the day. A vehicle with two CNG cylinders
containing five gallons of CNG and averaging 14 mpg could
travel 70 miles per day or 16,800 annual miles. Annual
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mileage at or b=;lcw 16,80 would be cos-ed usir.g CNG and
annual mileage above 16,300 would be costed using gasoline.
The average annual mileage a': NP5 was below this limit so
the total cost reflects CNG us3 only. In actuality, the
daily usage rate is rc-c uniform. Some vehicles would travel
beyond the range of CNG necessitating t-he use of gasoline.
The price of SO. 48 per therm for natural gas was
obtained from the most recent gas bill from Pacific Gas and
Electric. A -herm is equivalant to one gallon. The cost to
operate the compresscr was quoted at nine cents per gallon
and add^rd to the cost of natural gas. Vehicle efficiincy
was assumed to be the same as that for gasoline-pouered
vehicles.
The State of California requires an annual operating
permit for sach vehicle operating on natural gas. The
permit f?e was S36.
3 • {Maintenance Ccst s
Maintenance costs are best measured as a percentage
savings over maintenance costs incurred by a gasoline-
powered vehicle. The most tancible savings are reductions
in the maintenance intervals foi' oil, filters, and spark
plugs. However, car warranties lay dictate specific mainte-
nance intervals preventing these saving. Savings resulting
from less engine wear may be realized because of fewer
carbon deposits but are less quantifiable. The maximum
benefit would be obtained from a vehicle that had been oper-
ating exclusively on CNG. This vehicle would require fewer
engine repairs and have a longer service life because it
would not have been subjected to carbon deposits from gaso-
line use. 1
llnteryiew with Mr. James McCord, Compressed Natural Gas




A survey of automotive parts sales and au-ic repairs
and service conducted in 1972 indicated that spark plugs,
filters, and grease and oil comprised eleven percent of the
market. Parts sales directly relaxed to the engine
comprised 44, 34 percent of the marker [Eef. 30].
Expenditures on gasoline-powered vehicles for engine related
repairs ar.d services that would be affected by CNG were 39.5
percent cf total repair and service costs. A General
Services Administration study reported a 37 percent savings
in engine-related maintenance.
Fiv<= CNG users were surveyed by Telephone to deter-
mine actual savings. Their combined fleet, size was
approximately 300 vehicles, the average fleet size was 60
vehicles, and -he average time in service was two years.
Two users had net extended their service intervals due to
car warranties. Three reported savings as a result of
exterded service intervals. The Boeing Company in Seattle,
&iash:ngtcn reported a 30 percent savings in maintenance
costs. Vehicle service life had been extended from 80,000 -
90,000 miles to 100,000 - 125,000 milas although this was
due in part to the depressed economy. The majority stated
that maintsnance ccsts were clearly reduced if service
intervals were extended but more data were needed before
they could quantify the savings.
While CNG systems manufacturers claim 50-60 percent
savings in mantenance costs, market research and user exper-
ience would indicate it is considerably less. The actual
savings in maintenance would depend on the age and usage
rate of the fleet and a pri ori estimates would be very
subjective. Uncertainty in these estimates can be evaluated
by using sensitivity analysis. An optimistic estimate for
NPS wculd be a 37 percent reduction in the 39.5 percent of





The total LCC for procuring, operating, and main-
taining one vehicle converted to CNG- is:
TC = P + (3. 3)
U V
PV((Mi xnxP +Mi xTixP ) +
i CNG CNG GAS GAS
(Hi + Mi ) ( 1-s) (M) +
CNG GAS
OP) - ?V (S)
Where
TC = Total unit life cycle cost.
u




F = Price of compressed na-urai gas.
CNG
Mi = Average annual miles traveled on CNG.
CNG
Mi = Average annual miles traveled on gasoline.
GAS
M = Mam-^enance cost per mile,
s = Maintenance cost savings factor.
S = Salvage value.
CP = Annual operating oermit fee.
PV = Present value factor for equal annual
i cash flows for i vears.
P7 = Pesen- value factor for a single cash flew ii
the final year of the life cycle.
n^ = Vehicle efficiency in gallons per mile.
The total LCC for procuring, operating, and inain-
taining a fleet of CNG-powered vehicles is equal to the
fixed inv€s*ment cost plus the variable cost multiplied by
the number of vehicles.





TC = Total fleet life cycl^ cosz,
F
P = Fixed procureffi^nt cost.
F
n = Number of vehicles in the flae-.
Fcr NPS , the nez present value of the total LCC for
one vehicle is $11,26u. The net present value for a fleet
cf 72 vehicles is $859,692.
F. EIECTHIC VEHICLES
Electric vehicle manufacturers are fev and their nuirbers
are dwindling. There exists a wide diveigence in cost data
lending little value to an indust.ry c.verc.ge. One manufac-
turer was chosen on the basis of currer.r availability of
vehicles and the lowest procurement coot.
Battrcnic Truck Ccrporaticn of Boyerrown, Pennsylvania
manufactures two minivans and on-~, pickuji truck that could
replace lew performance sedans and tri-cks. Performance data
and characteristics are displayed in Table V and Table VI.




All three vehicles cf Battronic Truck Corporation
had purchase prices cf $15,950. The purchase price included
a two module, 112 volt, industriai-t ype battery, and an
cn-bcard charger.
The salvage value after ten years was quoted by the
sales representative at six percent of the acquisition cost.
This was derived from the current market value of the lead,




Operating costs vera quo-ad at. 1.5 kilowatt-hoars
per uiil- cased on data collect ad from EV users for both
winter and summer driving. This is a conserva-civ? figure
ralativr to data collected on other types of EV's of similar
weight, and should be easily attainable.
The price of one kilowatt-hour paid by NPS was
$0.0706. The average annual mileage of vehicles determined
to be lew performance was 4 097.
3 • i^ainte nance Cost s
The simplicity of the electric motor relative to the
ICE should result ir. lower maintenance costs, Sixty-twc
percent of maintanance costs for conventional cars arise in
the engin€ and its fuel, ignition, cooling, and exhaust
systems, Maintenance costs for EV ' s were estimated at 38
percent 'jf the maintenance costs for ICE vehicles. The
reduction to 38 percent reflects the elimination of mcst of
the carts and labor required by the ICE, whereas the elec-
tric mjtcr and controller raguire littla or no service
during the life of the vehicle [Raf- 31]. However, addi-
tional maintenance costs are incurred that are unique tc
EV 3.
The rrajcr expense is associated with the labor
involved vjith battery charging and maintenance [Ref. 32].
This is supported by maintenance data collected by the U.S.
Postal Service. Data collected from the Departmen-^ of
Energy's Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Demonstration Project
show that about 75 percent of the maintenance on EV's is
tatt ery-related preventive maintenance: watering cells,
cleaning terminals, and tightening connections, and consumes
about 1-1/2 hours every two weeks per vehicle. Eattery
replacement is a majcr recurring expense.
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The hattery used by Battroriic Truck Corporation was
guaranx=ed for 750 cycles. One cycle per day, 240 days per
year, would provide a useful life of three years. Batteries
would require replacement in years four and seven of the
life cycle. Replacement price for -he battery pack was
$4,800. The scrap value, based on a current market price of
lead cf 10.22 per pound. was $506. This was treated as a
reduction of -he battery replacement cost.
Material and labor maintenance costs were quoted by
Battrcnic Truck Corporarion a- $0.03 per mile.
4. Cost Model
The total LCC for procuring, operating, and main-
taining one E7 is:
TC = F + PV (Mi X ( nx P + M) ) + (3.5)
U V i Kwh
PVa(a) - PV(S)
Where
TC = Total unit life cycle cost.
U
P = Variable Procurement cost.
V
P = Price of electricity.
Kwh
Mi = Average annual miles cf traveled by EV's.
M = Maintenance cost.
S - Salvage value.
PV = Present value factor for equal annual
i cash flows for i years.
PVa = Present value factor for the year in which
battery replacement occurs.
E = Battery replacement cost less salvage value.
PV = Pesent value factor for a single cash flew in
the final year of the life cycle.
Ti = Vehicle efficiency in kilowat.t-hc urs per mil?.
The total LCC for procuring, operating, and main-
taining a fleet cf EV's is:




TC = Total fleet life cycle costs.
F
n = number cf vehicles in the fleet.
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Fcr NTS, th^ n^- pr = 33n- yalaa of -he totil life
cycle cost for one electric vehicle is ^25,363. Th? net
present value for a fleet of 35 vehicles, the naxiniuir numter
vehicles determined to be sui-able for r^placeraen-f: with low





A. TBE HATDEE OF THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM
linsar programminc is a math-am a-cical tcol for d€t£r-
mining the optimal allocation of an organization's limited
rssourc^s among coi.p«ting demands. It is characterized by a
linear objective function prefixed by profit or loss coeffi-
cients. The objective function is eiiher maximized or
minimized subject tc linear constraints which define the
area cf feasible solutions. As wiih all decision models, it
is an aid tc the deci£;ion maker and is not intended -o be
the sole basis for a dfjcision.
The simplex method is an iterative process for solving a
linear prcgrammirig prcl)lem. The search begins at the origin
where a tvs* icr optiiiality determines if the value cf the
objective
. funct ion can be increased (for maximization prob-
lems) by moving to an adjacen- corner poir.- cf the feasible
area. The process ccn-:inues until no further improvement is
possible.
Computer sDftvare is available for solving the linear
program. ^.n iLt ernat ional Mathematical and Statistical
Library (IMSI) routine was used in this analysis.
^ • ^il;i£§.i Chiracte ri
s
tie s a nd Terminclogy
A linear programming problem is composed of:
^^^is^on variables: The variables whose value is unknown.
The variables represent the project.s or alternatives and the
value is the quantity included in the final solution. They





Profit cr Cost Coefficients : The coeff icier.-s of th^ v-^ria-
bles in the objective function. They express the ra-9 a^i
which the value of the objective function increasrs or
decreases as ona unit is added or removed from the final
solution.
Objective fu nct ion: A mathematical expression showing the
linear relationship between the dscision variables and a
single qcal or objective which is either minimized when the
decision variables ?»re prefixed by cost coefficients, or
maximized when the decision variables are prefixed by profit
coefficients. The objective function is a measurement of
effectiveness of goal attainment. Tne value of ths objec-
tive funtion is represented by the variable z.
Constraints: The constraints represent the limited avail-
ability of resources or specify the minimum project
requirement in the final solution. They limit the maximum
cr minimum value of the objective function. Constraints may
be expressed as linear equalities or inequalities.
Constraints consist of input-output coefficients written on
the left-hand side of the equation and capacities written on
the right.
iIl£iJir2]i^JEili coeffic ients : The coefficients prefix the
decision variables and express the rate at which a resource
is utilized or depleted as one unit of a decision variable
is added cr deleted from the final solution.
•acities: The availability of various resources expressed
as an upper limit, Icwer limit, or inequality.
Nonneqatiyity: Only nonnegative values of the decision
variables are allowed in the final solution.
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2. Ass umptions with Linear ProqramiBir.
g
Certainty: All data associated with iinsar prograni-Ting is
known with certainty. Sensitivity analysis providsfj scniT
leeway in dealing with the certainty assumption.
linearity; The unit costs and input-out. put coefficients
change linearly with volume. They are unaffected by changes
in quantities produced or purchased.
Nonnegativity; All decision variables are required tc take
ncnnegative values.
M^iiiizii^J' The total utilization of a resource is ister-
mined by summing that portion of -he resource consas<id by
each alternative.
Divisifcilitv: The decision variables are continuous, tha-
is, they can take any fractional valje. In thif^ problem
fractional values are in feasible bu*: it will be assuuifid that
rounding to the nearest whole value will not- alter * ie cpti-
mality of the final solution.
Ili.^§£iliJ^Ii^j : Complete independence exists among alterna-
tives and resources.
3. A Prod act Mix Exam ple
A simple product mix problem will be used to illus-
trate linear prcgranming. Two products, A and H, with
profit contributions of $25 and $30 respectively, must
compete for three limited resources. Eighty hours cf labor
time and ninety hours of machine time are available each
week. The manufacturer is unable to market nore than seven
units cf product A each week. Product A consumes 8 hours of
labor and product B 10 hours. Product A consumes 13 hours
cf machine time while product B consumes 6. The const-
raints, written as linear functions, are:
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Labor hours SA + 1GB ^ 80
Machine time 13fl > 63 < 90
Marketing 1 A + OB < 7
Solving for the variables a and B in each equation
yields the A and B intercepts. The cons-craints are plotted
!A + ICD < 30
3A + 6B < 90
Figure 4.1 The Produc-t: Mix Problem.
graphically in Figure 4,1. The area bounded by O-C-D-E-B*
defines -he feasible ar-sa in which the optimal solution iray
te found.
The objec-ive is to maximize profit which is repre-
sented ty the variable z. The objective function is:
Maximize z = 25A + 30B
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The slope of the objective function is an isoprofit
line. Starting at the origin the value of z is increased by
moving the isoprofit line away from the origin unt.il i-
iatsrsects the point on the boundary of the feasible area
where profits cannot be increased without exceeding one or
more constraints.
Three dimensional problems reguire considerable
effort to solve graphically. With four or more variables it
is imfossible. Linear prog raaning uses an iterative process
to analytically evaluate all corner poin-s defining the
feasible region and test for cptimalii:/.
^ • Capital gudge tin a
A widely used heuristic method for allocating a
limited capital budget is th a ne- present value method
proposed by J. H. Lorie and L. J. Savage in 1955. A firm is
tasked with investing a fixed amoun- of capital in a number
of possible projects with known cash flows. The ccsr of
capital is assumed to be known and independent of inves-.ment
decisions. Cash flews are discounted -o present value and
projects are ranked in decreasing order of net-present-
valu e--o-cost ratios. Projects are selec-ed from the top of
the lis- until the available capital is exhausted.
A project wirh a high net-present-value--o-ccs-
ratio may be of such magnitude tha* it. excludes the possi-
bility of selecting multiple smaller projects -hat may
result in a larger net present value for the firm. This
method fails t.o consider capital limi-ations in investment
periods beycnd -che present excepr through a trial and error
analysis of combinations of projects. It also dc=s not




H. Martin Weingartner, in 1962, c^sz the
lorie-Savage problem in a linear program. Th<T present value
cf each alternative is evalaated in a linear function.
Although integer prcgrammi ng methods may be used to deal
rigorously with the indivisibility of in vesttn-^m: projects,
the excessive computation time produces only slight improve-
ments over the linear program approximation. The capital
reguirements of each alternative and the capital constraint
for each year of the project are also represented by linear
functions. The objective is to choose the alternative or
alternatives that maximize the net presen- value without
violating any budget constrainxs up to a specified horizon.
Bestricting the upper value of each project in the final
solution to unity ensures that only one cf any prcjec- i^
included in the final solution. Proj9cts with a value cf
one are selected [Ref- 33].
John J. Clark, et al, formulated a set cf heuristic
decision rules for accomodating fractional values. If the
value cf the project was between 0.80 and 1.00, the firui
would probably seelc additional funding for * he project. h
value between 0.30 and 0.80 may warrant a joint venture with
another fin. If the value was 0.30 or less the* project
would prcbably be rejected [Ref. 34].
B. THE FLEET MIX PRCELEM
The fleet mix problem has characteristics of the product
mix and capital budgeting examples. A mixture of high and
low performance vehicles can fulfill the mission require-
ments of an activity, but operating budgets and capital
requirements must also be considered. The technique of
selecting the fuel type with the lowest net present value of
costs may not always be the optimal solution because; (1)
the fuel type with the lowest total cost may not be feasible
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for high performance vshiclss, (2) a fuel type may resul- in
lower operating and uaintenanca cq3Z3 but the investment and
conversion costs may exceed procaremem: budgets, and (3)
combining two fuel types may result. in a net present value
of costs greater than that of operating solely on gasoline
due tc -he fixed investment cost, which must be added to the
total variable cost.
The iiission reguirements of an activity dictate the
number of high or lew performancG vehicles that can b^ in
the final solution. The Equipment Osage Record indicates
vehicles with annual usage rates and daily operating ranges
that exceed the limit for lew performance vehicles estab-
lished in Chapter II. A listing of vahicles cn-bcard can be
used to identify vehicles with load c:apacity requirements
that exceed the limit established for J.ow performance vehi-
cles. The fleet managers must aaice a subjective decision
based on mission assignments ds tc hov minimum acceptable
speeds affect vehicle classification. For 'example, a
requirement for extended highway ase would preclude asign-
ments as low performance vehicles. Of the 72 vehicles at
the Naval Postgraduate School, 11 vehicles had annual usage
ratas over 11,800 miles, 26 vehicles ha;! minimum load capac-
ities over 1 U 00 pounds, therafora 37 vehicles were
classified as high performance. The remaining 35 vehicles
were classified as lew performance. An analysis of indivi-
dual vehicle requirements and classification based en speed
or highway use was net considered.
The problem is formulated to taice into account an activ-
ity's Operations and Maintenance (08M,N) and Other
Procurement, Navy (OP,N) budgets. At a minimum, 0P,N is an
estimate cf the amount the General Services Administration
has budgeted for gasoline-powered vehicle procurement.
Procurement dollars for vehicle conversion to CNG need not
originate from within an activity if external procurement
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dollars are available. In this problem, however, it is not
required, cr even desired, to consume all of the available
capital.
The decision variables represent the number of vehi-
clas cf each fuel type and are defined as follows:
X = Gasoline -Powered Vehicles
1
X = CNG-Powered Vehicles
2
X = Electric Vehicles
3
Th€ ccelficient (c) of each decision variable expresses
the tcual Vciriable uri- cost cf procuring, operaning , and
maintaining one vehicle of each fuel "ype. These values are
obtained from equations 3.1, 3.3, and 3.5 respectively. Th^
val'ie of th:: objective function, z, represents the total
variatlft LCC of procuring, operating, and maintaining the
fleet. Th«: fixed costs must be added to the value of z to
arrive '±t the total fleet LCC. The goal is to minimize the
value cf z.
The cost coefficients in the first constraint are the
unit vctiab-'Le purchase costs and variable investment costs
(CNG ccnveriiion kits) for each alternative. The right-hand
side is an estimate cf the OP,N amounts budgeted for vehicle
procurement and additional OP,N amounts planned for
investment/ccnversion. The procurement budgets are treated
as one appropriation account; however, an activity would not
he able tc transfer funds from one appropriations account to
anot h er
.
The cost coefficients in the second constraint are the
unit C&i!l costs for each alternative derived from equations
3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. The right-hand side is the OSM dollars




The cost coefficients in the t-hird constraint, ar? the
unit present value of annual 05M costs less the salv5.g«r-
value. The right-hand side is the present value of an
activity's budgeted C5M costs for the fleet. The coicputa-
tion cf annual and budgeted O&M ccsrs and budget constraints
for NFS are contained in Appendix A.
The fourth constraint limits the number of lew perfor-
mance vehicles in the final solut-ion, lew performance
vehicles teing previously defined as electric vehicles. The
coefficient for low performance alterna-ives is one. Th'^
right-hand side is the maximum number cf low performance
vehicles allowed by an activity.
The fifth constraint provides the user with the option
cf specifying -he number of vehicles that an activi-y
desires tc remain gasoline- powered, for example, emergency
vehicles cr Admiral's sedans.
The sixth constraint specifies tha fle^t size. The
coefficient for each al-ernative is one and the right-hand
side is equal to the fleet size.
The problem written as linear =qaations is:





































Ccnstraints written as insqualities opay not bs fully
utilized in the final solution. A constiaint of the fcrm
"less than or equal to" may have an unused capacity which is
represented ty a slack variable (S) that is eith.er pcsi-ive
or zero. A constraint of the form "greater than or equal
to" may exceed the minimum capacity which is represented by
a surplus variable (S) that is either positive oi' zero. To
ensure surplus variables remain positive, an artificial
variable (A) is added to the equation. This variable dees
not have any physical meaning and is assigned a penalty
value of M to prevent it from entering the finc.l solu-.ion.
M is the largest value that the compu-er can hold.
Artificial variables are also required in equality ccnst-
raints tc maintain the identity. Slack, suirplus, and
artificial variables are included in the objective function.
A solution tc a system cf linear equations r rquires that
the number cf variables equal ^he numbar of equations. If
there ars more variables than aquations, thera .ire an infi-
nite number cf solutions. If there are fewer va::iables than
equations, a solution would exist only if there was degen-
eracy, i.e., when three or more equations ".nteTsect at the
optimal solution. To overcome this probism 5cme of the
variables are set tc zero. The variables ir. zh.^ final solu-
tion are called basic variables and may have positive or
zero values. The number of basic variables is =qual tc the
number cf constraints. Variables not in th= final solution
are called ncnbasic.
Tc solve the linear program with the computer the
problem was rewritten as a maximization problem in standard
form and artifical variables introduced. To change tc a
maximization problem the objective function was multiplied
by -1 and the variable for the objective function was





-cX -cX-cX +0S +0S +0S +0S -OS -MA -MA11 22 33 1 2 3 45 12
Subject tc:tX+tX>bX+S <b
11 1 12 2 13 3 1 ~ 1
tX+tX-»-bX +S <b
21 1 22 2 23 3 2 — obX+bX+bX +S <b31132 2 333 3 3
b X + S < b
H3 3 U - 4
bX -S+A<b
51 1 5 1-5bX+bX+bX +A^b
61 1 62 2 63 3 2 6
Tc f acili- at s solving, either manually or by computer,
the problem is written in a -ablsau. The variables are
wrirter accross the top and only -he coef f ici'^nts are
displayed in the main body. The coefficients of the objec-
tive funticn are writteii below the constraints in rh= row
designated Cj. The Zj row is the sunimaticn of the product
cf the basic variable coefficients and the ccrresponding
elements of the main body. For example, Zj for cclumn XI
is: 0(8293) + 0(3468) + 0(0) - M(1) - f1(1) = -2M. It shews
the amount by which the objective funtion d=creasas as one
more unit of the variable is added. (The amount by which
total cost increases). The Cj-Zj, or evaluator row, shows
the net impact on the value of the objective funticn by
adding one unit cf a non-basic variabla to the basis. The
basic variables and their coefficients are wri-^ + er. or. the
left-sids cf the tableau. Table 7III illustrates the
problem written in tableau form. The coefficients are those
computed for NPS and are derived in Appendix A. The value
cf the right-hand side of the fifth constraint was arbi-
trarily set equal tc two for illustrative purposes. The








Quantity X^^ X^ X 3^ »2 ^3 ^ ^ \ *2
^
631800 7600 8775 15950 1
'2 49902 693 437 762 1
s 271816 3468 2073 9152 1
= 4
35 3 1 1
*1 -H 2 10 -1 1
*2 -M 72 111 1
Cj -11760 -11284 -25863 -M -M
2j -2M -M -M M -M -M






Variable Coeff, Quantity X
=^2 S h '2 ^3 ^4 = 5 *1 *2
S 2350 7175 1
-1175 1175 -8775
S 17926 325 1 356 -256 -437
S3 119770 7079 1 1395 -1395 -2073
^4 " 35 1 1
X -11760 2 1
-1 1
Xj -11284 70 1 1 1 -1 I
Cj -11760 -11284 -25863
-M -M








The values cf basic variables are read frnm -che
quantity column. Non-basic variables ars equal tc zero.
The value cf w is ccmputed by substituting the values for
XI, X2, and X3 into the objective function. The final solu-
tion is:
















= 119,770 w = -8
The fleet would be composed of -wo gasoline-powered
vehicles, seventy CNG-powered vehicles, and zero EV-£. The
OP,N and O&M savings ever budge-ed OS.l in year cn^ W3ul3 be
$2,350 and $17,926 r esp£ cri v=ly . The presen- value cf +he
savings in C5M for years two through -en would be $119,770.
Thirty-five vehicles previously classified as lew-
performance still employ a high-performance alterna-ive.
Eased en usage rate and load capacity, -hese vehicl-s ccjld
be replaced by EV»s without mission impair aien". The
requirement, for a fleet size cf seventy-two vehicles has
teen satisfied.
The total fleet variable cost is 3813,400. Adding the
$47,100 fixed cost fcr the CNG infrastructure, as div=loped
in Ssction E(1) of Chapter III, brings the total life cycle
cost to $860,500. This exceeds the total life cycle ccst
for gasoline-powered vehicles by $13,780 derivsd in Chapter
III. Using the criterion established in Chapter I, the





Ths analysis proceeds mder the assumption that an
activity is willing to ajalc€ -.he initial fixsd cost invest-
ment and ccnfigi:ire the fleet in accordance with the final
solution. This assuuption is based on an acceptable payback
period which will be addressed in a subsequent section.
The evaluator row (Cj-Zj) shows the net impact en total
life cycle ccst of bringing or.a unit of a non-basic variable
into ths solution. Adding one EV (X3) , which necessi-^ates
the removal of one Cl^G vehicle (X2) to satisfy the equality
constraint, will increase LCC by $14,579. A requirement for
each additional gas o line -po we red vehicle (SU) will incr = as =
total costs by $476.
The ratios of substitution indicate the tradeoffs that
occur when a non-basic variable becomes a tasic variable.
The ratios are contained in the body of the tableau un der
the ncn-tasic variatle of interest. Adding one EV will
decrease the first year's savings in OP,N by $7,175 , OSM by
$325, and the the present value of subsequent year's savings
in 06M by $7,079. This will also decrease ":he low perfor-
mance Vehicle surplus by one, have no impact on the number
of gasoline-po wared vehicles in the final solution, and
decrease the number cf CNG-powered vehicles by one.
Increasing the requirement for gasoline-powered vehicles
will reduce OP,N expenditures in the first year by $1,175,
but decreaseOSM savings by $256. Savings in years two
through ten will decrease by $1,395. This will have no
impact en the low performance vehicle surplus and will
reduce the number of CNG vehicles by one.
Of greater interest is the range of values that the
coefficients of the decision variables may assume without
changing the composition of the basis. This range is
composed of an upper and lower limit. As Icng as a
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coefficient is within this ranga the current optiiral solu-
tion will remain unchanged. Should the coefficient gc ^.Dcve
cr below these limits there will be a change in the basis
and optinial solution. The simplex approach distinguishes
between the analysis of basis and non-basic variables.
Analysis of Basic Variables (B) : The analysis of vari-
able x1 will be used as an example.
Step 1. Copy the Cj-Zj row of the optimal solution.
Step 2. Copy the XI row below the Cj-Zj row.
Step 3. Divide the Cj-Zj row by the XI row for each
non-basic variable.











-- -- -- 476
The smallest positive number (476 in this example) tells
by how iruch the coefficient of X1 can be increased before
the solution is changed. The smallest negative number
labsolute value) indicates by how much the ccef f icien-^. can
be decreased without changina the solution. The smallest
negative value in this example is infinity. The range of
values is, therefore,
-11760 - " < c^< -11760 + 476
cr
- « < c^< -11284.
The total variable LCC would have to decrease to $11,284
before the composition of the fleet would be composed of
gasoline-powered vehicles only. An increase in the total
variable LCC would have no effect on fleet composition.
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Repeating the same analysis for variable X2, -he range
of values is
-1 1760 < c^< 0.
The tctal variable LCC could increase to $11,760 b'=fcrt th«
composition of the fleet would change to gasoline-powered
vehicles only.
Analysis of non-basic variables: In order for a non-
basic variable to enter the final solution, its coefficient
will hav€ -o change from its present value (Cj) to CM,
where
C» j > Zj.
For an EV to enter the final solution, its LCC would have -^o
decreass to a minimuir of -11284,
Knowing the range of values that t.he coefficien-s may
assume without changing the final solution, -he user car.
then examine the determinants -o evaluate their sensitviry,
cr determine the changes required before an altern^-ive
becomes cos- effective.
D. ANALYSIS OF THE EETERMINANTS OF TOTAL LIFE CYCLE COST
1 . Gasoline
Since acquisition cost and salvage value are -^.h^:'
same for gasoline and CNG, changes in relative LCC's woiild
have to be a result of changes in operations and mainte-
nance. The price of gasoline is the most likrly determinant
to change. To reduce LCC to $11,28U, life cycle operating
costs would have to decrease from 53,243 tc $2,767
(Equation 3.1). Tc achieve this reduction the price of
gasoline would have tc fall to $1,019 per gallon, a likely
cccurence with today's oil glut and price instability.
If maintenance cost savings with CNG were predicted
to be 50 percent instead of the 37 percent used in this
analysis, LCC for gasoline-powered vehicles would have to
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drop froni $11,756 tc §11,239. To achieve "his reduc-^icn,
the price of gasoline would have to fall to $1.C03 per
galloD.
2- Ccmpres sed Na tural Gas
With a bill pending in Congress to deregulate the
natural gas industry, the price c:: natural gas is most
lilcsly to change. To increases variable LCC from $11,28U to
11,760, life cycle operating cost would have to increase
from $1,547 to $2,023 (equation 3.2) , which equates to an
increase in the price of natural gas lorm $0.57 to $0,75 per
gallon, cr, approximately $7.50 per 1000 cubic feet. This
would be a 31 percent increase over -.he current price.
Maintenance cost savings with CNG are uncertain but
the tctal LCC is relatively insensitive to changes ir. the
saving factor. The current LCC is oased on a conservative
estimate of 37 percent savings in angine-r elated mainte-
nance. An optimistic estimate of 50 percent would decrease
LCC by $45 to $11,239 or 0.4 percent.
The cost per conversion kit oan increase to $1,551
cr 40 percent before LCC reaches $11,760,
3- Ele ctr ic Vehicles
Acquisition ccst is the single largest determinant
of total LCC for SV's. Acquisition cost is likely tc remain
high until consumer demand induces larger scale production
and Icwer unit cost. An increase in demand is likely -^c be
the result of increased cost in operating gasoline-powered
vehicles and shortages in gasoline supplies.
Battery replacement and maintenance costs are the
second largest determinant. Projected lead-acid ba-^.tery
performance in 1985 is 1000 deep cycles and an energy
density cf 46 Wh/Kg. Together they might multiply the range
of EV's nearly fivefold and cut battery depreciation in
half. (HaiEilton 31) .
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Evaluating hypothetical scenarios, if an EV purchase
price was reduced by approximately on^ half to 18,000, and
the useful life of batteries was ex-ended to fiv? years, the
total LCC would be 115,320. This is still $3,560 greater
than gascline-powered vehicles. If the price of gascline
ware to increase to $2.00 per gallon, total LCC for
gasoline-powered vehicles would increase to $13,9UU, s-ill
less than an EV,
Comparing an EV with a ten year life cycle, $8,000
purchase price, and five year battery replacement: cycle, to
a ga£clinti-pcwered vehicle with a seven year life cycle and
a gasclin-B price of $2.00 per gallon, the annualized LCC for
an SV ov€:: rhe ten year cycle is $1,532. The annualized LCC
for a gasoline-powered vehicle over seven years is $1,567,
slightly greater than on EV
.
E. PAYBACK PERIOD ANALYSIS
A decision ro incur investment cos-s to achieve savings
in G5M w~uld be based on an acceptable payback period.
Approval authority is dependent on the investment value of
the crcjEct. Energy Conservation Improvement Projects
(ECIF) that reguire approval by major claimants are gener-
ally 3ppr:;ved if the payback period is three years or less.
An alternate approach to sensitivity analysis is to
determine the impact of various determinants on the savings
in OfrM. Since the high LCC of EV's place them out cf the
picture for the near future, the analysis will focus on
gasoliir and CNG. Determinants with the greatest potential
for affecting savings in O&'A are the difference in the
prices cf gasoline and natural gas, fleet size, and average
annual miles. Savings in maintenance costs resulting from




A large divergsnc^ in the pries of gasoline cv-s.- rhe
price of CNG will result in greater 05M savings and a
shorter payback period. Average annual miles is liksly to
remain ccns-ant for any one activity; however, an activity
may be intarested in the impact of varying the number of
vehicles ccnverted. The analyst mus- keep in mind the
effect average annual miles and the number of vehicles
converted have on the required numbers of compressors,
cascade systems, and the resulting investment cost.
Derived from equations 3.1 and 3.3, th= equation for C5M
savings isi
AOSM = n X Mi((n(P - P ) + M - (1-s) (M) ) + n x OP (4.1)
GAS CHG
= Price of gasoline.
= Price of compressed natural gas.
= Maintenance cost per mile.
= Maintenance cost savings factor.
= Average annual miles.
= Annual operating oermit fee.
= Number or vehicles.
= Vehicle efficiency in gallons per mile.
With the exception of annual operating permits which
vary according to the number of vehicles, 08M savings is a
function of the price difference between gasoline and
natural gas, average annual miles, and the number cf vehi-
cles. Figure 4.2 depicts fleet savings in 08M per 1 COO
average annual miles per vehicle as a function cf the price
of gasoline minus the price of CNG for various fleet sizes.
The savings is computed by multiplying the value obtained
from the abscissa by the average annual miles per vehicle
divided by 1000. This value must be reduced by the annual
operating permit fee multiplied by the number of vehicles.
For the 72 vehicles at NPS averaging 5928 annual miles,
and the current prices of gasoline and natural gas cf $1,196
































Note: Savintjs must be reduced by tht
operating permit fee multiplied by t>«
t lee t size
.
Figure 4.2 Gasoline and Natural Gas Prices vs. 08M Savings,
$18,432. With a $13 1,7 00 initial ir.vss-insnt fcr th^
compresscr, cascade, and conversion kiis, th= payback would
be approximately seven years.
Tc achieve a three year payback period, annual savings
in OSM wculd have to be $4 3,900. Set-ing O&M in equation
4.1 equal to $43,900, holding annual ^liles and number of
vehicles ccrstant, and solving for ?GAS - PCNG, the price
difference would have ro be at least $1.46 per gallon.
Tc achieve a three year payback using the Navy-wid9
average miles per vehicle/year of 7900, and average mils per
gallon of 13.5 [Ref. 35], 143 vehicles wculd have to be
converted. This is based on the requirement for two




The linear program was designed for maximum flexibili-^y.
Cost coefficients and right-hand side values may te changed
to reflect changing prices and fleet characteristics of any
acuivity
.
The linear programming solution -co the above scenario
calls for a fleet mix of two gasoline-powered vehicles and
seventy CNG-powered vehicles. (A result of the arbi-rary
requirement for two gasoline-powered vehicles in the final
solution.) The total variable cosr is $813, UOO. Added to
this is the fixed investment cost of $47,100 for a
ccmpresscr aiad distribution sysnem for a total LCC of
$860,500. Ccapared to the LCC of $846,720 for gasclixie-
powered vehicles, and in light of the decision cri-ericn of
lowest LCC established in Chapter I, the final decision
should be tc continue operating gasoline-powered vehicl-^s.
The final decision rests with rhe treatment of fixed
costs. Whils -he total LCC with CNG is $13,780 grearer rhan
tha": ct gascline, annual O&M is $18,432 less. Depending on
the prices of gascline and na-ural gas, annual miles, and
fleet s-_z€, savings in 05M may be of such magnitude to
jusrify incurr.ing the investment cost associated with CNG.
For NFS tc rrcover the $13 1,700 investment in three years,
annual 0S« savings would have to be $43,900. To achiev<=
this, the price difference between gasoline and CNG would
have tc be $1.46 per gallon.
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V. SDMMAET AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this -hesis was to provide fleet lacagers
wi-h a consolidated source of information and decision
models for evaluating the potential for using alternative
fuels. Advantages and disadvantages of compressed natural
gas (CNG) , alcohol, and electric vehicles were presen-ed and
a determination made as ro their suitability as replacements
for gasoline-powered vehicles.
The gasoline-powered vehicle served as a taseline
against which other alternatives were compared. To accomo-
date the different performance characteristics associated
with ecch alternative, measures of effectiveness were estab-
lished reflecting these differences and served to
distinguish between high and low performance alternatives.
These measures wers: range, usage rate, speed, lead
capacity, and fuel availability. The minimum level of
effectiveness for high performance alternatives was set to
preclude replacing a gasoline-powered vehicle with an alter-
native that degraded its ability to perform its mission.
The analysis was conducted in 1982 dollars and alterna-
tives were evaluated based on their current s-.at e-cf-the-art
technology. The decision criterion was based on the minim-
izing total life cycle cost (LCC) of procuring, operating,
and maintaining a fleet of vehicles.
Seventy-two vehicles at ^he Naval Postgraduate School
(NPS) served as a sample population for comparing total LCC.
The population consisted of sedans, station wagons, and
light trucks with gross vehicle ratings of one ton or less.




Ccmpres£€d natural gas (CNG) , when used as a dual fuel
with gasoline, satisfied the minimum levels of 'effectiveness
for high performance alternatives,, The primary advan-^-age is
its lower price per gallon and i-s plentiful supply,
although with natural gas deregulation, futnr-= gas prices
are uncertain. Because CNG burns cleaner than gascline,
maintenance intervals may be extended and exhaust emissions
reduced. Fuel efficiency may be increased because of bet-er
ccld starting capabilities. CNG's lower specific gravity
relative to air and the narrow range of air/fuel ratios; that
will supper- combustion make it a safer fuel than gasoJ.ine.
Adding two gas cylinders to a vehicle adds about 250
pounds and occupies up to 7 cubic feet. The additional
weight reduces acceleration from 25 to UO percent and fuel
economy by 5 to 10 percent.
The high initial investment cost is the major disc.dvan-
tage to CNG. Conversion to CNG requires conpreiiscrs,
storage and distribution systems, and vehicle ccnv-irsion
kits. The amount cf savings in 05 M is dependc-nt on -he
price difference of gasoline and natural gas, the v^ihicle
usage rate, and the number of vehicles con ver-'ied. Using
November 1982 fuel prices a n'd Navy-wide average annual miles
and fuel efficiency data for fiscal year 1981, 1^3 vehicles
would have tc be converted to achieve a three year payback.
The investment cost to convert seventy-two vehicles at
NPS is $131,700. The total LCC to procure, operate, and
maintain seventy-two vehicles would be "5459,692, or $12,972
more than gasoline, however, annual OSM cost would be
reduced by $18,432. To achieve a three year payback the
price difference between gasoline and natural gas would have
to be at least 31.46 per gallon.
Interest in alcohol (methanol and ethanol) has stemmed
from a need to reduce the nation's dependence on foreign
oil. Currently, this interest has ebbed as a result of
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today's cil glut. Alcohol poses technical problems with
vehicle p«5r forma nee, distiribution and handling, and coinpat-
ability with materials. These problems ara not
insurmountable and are likely to be solved with further
research. The advantage with alcohol is that delivery,
storage, and dispensing systems would not be substantially
different than gasoline sysjtem. However, alcohol fcr motor
vehicle use is net currently produced in sufficisn-^ quanti-
ties to be considered as a viable alternative to gasoline.
Electric vehicles have shorter ranges, slower cruising
speeds, and lighter load capacity than gasoline-pc wered
vehicles yet they are still capabl? of fulfilling seme
missions currently perforiied by gasoline-powered vehicles.
They ara idaally suited for short-range delivery or utility
vehicles with niis.'i-ions characterized by low speeds and
maltipla stcfs.
The analysis focu.^ed on EV's with commercial applica-
tions. The EV's manufactured by 3attronic Truck Corporation
were us = d in thf:- analysi;; based on current availability,
lowest procurement cci-t of the five manufacturers surveyed,
and suitability for replacing gasoline-power ad vehicles
without mission impairment. Acquisition and battery
replacement costs reaain the biggest deterrent to EV use.
Acquisition cost for the EV's manufactured by Battronic
Truck Corporation was $15,950, equiped with on-board char-
gers. The battery pack had a useful life of three years and
a repacement cost of $u,800.
Operating cost lay be lower for specific applications
and when compared to inefficient ICE vehicles. Energy
consumption is minimal when the driving pattern is charac-
terized by frequant stops, coasting, and deceleration which
do not consume energy. Regenerative braking increases the
range and reduces the operating cost. Annual O&M cost per
vehicle was $69 greater than that of gasoline.
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The simplicity cf tha electric motor should resul- in
lower maintenance cost; however, failure rat.es are currently
high cwing to the lack of maturity in rhe EV industry. A
lack cf trained personnel for maintenance and difficulties
obtaining replacement parts have been cited as disadvantages
by EV users.
The LCC for one EV was $25,863. Thirty-five vehicles at
NPS were determined to be suitable for replacement by EV»s.
The LCC for a fleet of thirty-five EV*5 and thirty-seven
gasoline-powered vehicles was $1,340,325, or $493,605
greater than a gasoline-powered fleet.
The linear programming model was effective in analyzing
the variable cost components of each alternative. It
provided a means for assessing the impact of substituting
one alternative for another on total variable cost and Ct^M
budgets.
For illustrative purposes, a constraint calling for a
minimum cf two gasoline-powered vehicles was imposed leading
to a solution that specified a fleet mix of two gasoline-
powered vehicles and seventy CNG-powered vehicles. The
variable LCC was $813,400 and, after adding fixed costs, the
total LCC was $860,500. The first year savings in O&M and
CP,N would be $20,279, and subsequent savings in 08M would
be $119,770.
The linear program produced the range of LCC values over
which the fleet mix solution remained valid, from which the
sensitivity of LCC determinants could be analyzed. Gasoline
prices cculd decrease to $1,019 per gallon, or, natural gas
prices cculd increase to $0.75 per gallon without changing
the fleet mix. The final solution was relatively insensi-
tive to maintenance ccst savings with CNG.
The final fleet mix decision depended on the treatment
cf fixed ccsts. Adding the fixed costs to the variable
cos.ts obtained from the linear program changes the solution
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from a mix of CNG and gasoline to gasoline-powered vehicles
only.
While the LCC for CNG is $13,780 grsatsr than tnat of
gasoline, annual O&a is $18,432 less. The decisicr mzy b^
governed by the time it takes to recover fixed cosxs. For
NPS, the payback period is approximately se^en years. Tc
achieve a -^hree year payback period the price differ^^nca





CCMP0TATIC5 OF ANNUAL AND BUDGETED CASH FLOWS
A- CCBPUTATIOH OF ANNUAL CASH FLOWS
Cash flews in y«ar ona are tha unit procurement costs
and ths operating and maintenauc^ costs for each alternative
derived from equations 3.1, 3,2, and 3.3. Cash flews in
year two through nine are the annual operating and mainte-
nance costs in 1982 dollars. For EV • s in years four end
seven, ths operating and 'iriinte.iance costs are net of
tattery replacement costs of $4,800 in procurement less S506
in salvage value. Cash flows in the final year are net of
vehicle salvage value.
The OP,N and OS!f in the first and second constraint of
the linear program are the fir5:t year cash flows. The O&M
in the third budget constraint are the cash flows in years
two through ten discounted to present value using a 10
percent disc cunt rate.
E. CCMPDTATION OF BODGETEB CASH FLOWS
The practice for budgeting O&M in the Public works
Department of th= Naval Postgraduate School is to budget the
current year's OSM adjusted for inflation and increased by
any extraordinary itecs. The budgeted 06M for each year is
the amount required to oper.^te and maintain 72 gasoline-
powered vehicles computed from equation 3.1, and ccnsiclered
to be ths minimum amount that can be budgeted each year.
The procurement budget is the average unit purchase price of
gasoline-powered vehicles, plus additional 0P,N available
for investment and conversion. In this problem, sufficien-^
OP,N was programmed to include the cost of CNG conversion
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kits. Tafcla X shows cash flows by year for each alT«;rna-ive




Year Gas CNG EV's
1 (OP,N) 7,600 8,775 15,950
1 (OSM) 693 437 76 2
2 693 437 76 2
3 693 437 76 2
4 693 437 5,056
5 693 437 762
6 693 437 762
7 693 437 5,05o
8 693 437 76 2
9 693 437 76 2
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